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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This is a study of social factors which influence the
readmi33ion of manic-depre33ive patients to the Boston State
Hospital. The study wa3 made of patients in the Boston State
Hospital in January, 1946. It was intended to gain specific
information relating to the social areas of the patients’
lives which create problems for them to the extent that they
have a causative effect in necessit ating the return of the
patient to the protective environment of an institution.
Psychiatrists have begun to recognize that a definite
relationship exists between the symptoms of mental disease and
the cultural background of the individual patient. Some
anthropologists and sociologists believe that the culture of a
group influences the qualitative and quantitative components
of the normal personality and intelligence. That the various
factors in the cultural background are important as determin-
ants of the symptoms of the "funct ional " insanities is evident
in the therapeutic procedures of every psychiatrist. Before
psychotherapy is undertaken with a patient, a detailed history
is obtained of hi3 previous experiences; his difficulties; and
frustrations; his early training; desires; and ambitions;
unusual emotional traumata; and incidents involving conflict
between the requirements of his cultural traditions and his
de3ire3. Thus an attempt is made to localize the origin of
the observed conflicts.
1
It is the writer ’
3
hope and desire that the information
contained herein will demonstrate social factors that may be
significant in the development of the case work practice with
1 Dr. Mandel Sherman and Dr. Irene C. Sherman, The
Problem of Ment al Disorder
,
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2manic-depressive patients. It is the writer’s "belief that,
although there are unquestionably certain manic-depressive
patients who will definitely have recurrences of the illneo3,
nevertheless, there i3 a small, a3 yet undetermined, percentage
of patients who might be spared the recurrence and repeated
hospitalizations with the assistance of competent and adequate
planning under the guidance of the Social Service Department.
It is recognized that there are a variety of factors, other
than social, that will enter into each individual situation.
However, it is the purpose of thi3 3tudy to present those
matters of social importance that figure largely in the eti-
ology of the recurrence of the illne33. There may be 3ome
social factors that assume proportionately larger role3 in
influencing the patients’ return to the hospital.
The questions to be answered sire:
a. To what extent in the cases studied here do social
factors play 3uch an effective role in the maladjustment of an
individual that they contribute to hi3 need of rehospital-
ization in a mental institution?
b. What are these social factors?
c. Are there any 30 c ial factors that are more prominent
in influencing a recurrence of mental illness than any others?
d. To what extent can social service, in any way, be
instrumental in reducing the destructive effect of such factors
and helping these patients become better adjusted individuals?
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Caoea were selected on the ba3ia of corapleteneaa of the
records, the medical diagno3i3 made at the time of readmi3oion
- 3ince thi3 study ia confined to manic-depressive patient3 -
and the relevance of the material contained in the records to
the purpose of this 3tudy and the questions to be answered.
Separate 3tati3tic3 of readmissions are not kept, a3 the
readmi33ions are included with the total number of manic-de-
pressive patients admitted for the year. It was nece33ary for
the writer to confine her 3tudy to the records of the patient3
in the hospital in January, 1946, since records of discharged
patients are not eaoily available. In order for the writer to
segregate the readmi33ion3 from the admissions, she wa3 obliged
to go through the active files of patients in the hospital in
January, 1946, record by record. Three-quarters of the active
files were covered in order to obtain an adequate number of
readmi33ions with a diagnosis of manic-depressive psychosis.
There were twenty-nine cases in all which fit this category.
These were isolated and carefully analyzed with a view as to
how well they met the writer’s specifications. From these,
ten were chosen for intensive study.
The time period covered in the ten case 3 tudie 3 on re-
ahmi33ion3 was twenty-one years in all, ranging from 1925 to
1946. This does not mean that there were only ten patients
: / n
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with a diagnosis of manic-depressive psychosis readmitted
during this period, but that in the ten cases studied in Jan-
uary, 1946, there wa3 a patient who was first readmitted with
a diagnosis of manic-depressive psychosis to the Boston State
Hospital a3 early as 1925 and was in the hospital at the time
thi3 study was conducted. The other patients included in the
study were readmitted to the Boston State Hospital on subsequent
dates from 1925 until January, 1946. This is mainly due to the
nature of the manic-depressive illness which i3 such that it is
not easy to predict when there may a recurrence which will
necessitate hospitalization, even if there is a likelihood of
recurrence. The recovery rate in a great many of these cases
is fairly rapid and as soon as a patient is considered by the
medical staff to be sufficiently recovered from hi3 psychotic
episode, he is released from the hospital.
There are regular procedures for admitting and discharging
patients at the Boston State Hospital. Patients are admitted
according to the General Lav/s of Massachusetts. A Section 51
paper signifies a regular commitment for an indefinite period
of time and must be signed by two physicians and a judge of the
Probate Court. Section 79 is an emergency paper which must be
signed by one physician or a policeman or a selectman of a
town. A patient admitted on thi3 paper remains in the hospital
for a period of observation which cannot last more than ten
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5dayo unle33 permission for the patient’s indefinite commitment
i3 given by the patient ’
3
relatives. A Section 77 paper admits
patients for a forty day observation period and must be 3igned
by two piiysicians and a judge of the Probate Court. Patients
admitted under Section 100 are those who have been arrested for
3ome offense and have appeared in court. They are usually 3ent
to the hospital by a lower court of Suffolk Superior Court for
an observation period of thirty dayo duration. Any patient who
is committed to the hospital by his relatives for a longer
period than the original observation period automatically is
classified as a Section 51.
The procedures U3ed at the Boston State Hospital for dis-
charging a patient are as follows:
The patient appears before a group of doctors - called
Staff - who talk to and question the patient. Staff i3 pre-
sided over by the Clinical Director of the hospital. If Staff
agrees tnat the patient i3 well enough to leave the hospital,
the case i3 referred to the Social Service Department for a
pre-parole investigation. This consists of a worker visiting
the home of the patient’s relatives or friends or of the person
with whom the patient will live. The neighborhood, physical
setting of the home and environment are noted. The social
worker learns who the other people in the home are, their ages,
civil status, occupation, etc. She al30 ascertains, insofar as
possible, the relationship of these people to the patient and
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their feeling3 and attitudes towards the patient 3ince he has
heen in a mental hospital. How much understanding will be
given the patient and how helpful this atmoophere will be for
the patient in hi3 readjuatment to home and the community and
in the evaluation of the home and its occupants. Another ex-
tremely important point i3 how much and what kind of super-
vision the patient will receive. Some patients require more
intensive supervision than others because of the nature of
their illneso, but all patients must be supervised when they
leave the hospital for their own protection and the protection
of others.
The patient’s wi3he3 are considered and it i3 important
that he i3 willing to return to the home. If he is not, other
plans are made for him, with the consent of his relatives, that
are more satisfactory to him.
Of course, the section under which the patient i3 admitted
to the hospital is a determining factor in the type of pre-
parole investigation that i3 conducted. Any patient admitted
from court ha3 to be investigated thoroughly, as he may have
been harmful to others and the hospital must be careful to
place him in an environment where he i3 not likely to repeat
any act3 of violence he may have committed previously. Then,
too, the court has to be contacted to see whether or not there
.
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are charges against the patient. If the charges have been
dropped, the hospital can make it3 own plan3 for the patient.
If the charges have not been dropped, the patient is returned
to the court who then ha3 jurisdiction over him.
The findings and recommendations made by the social work-
er are submitted to the Clinical Director. When plans have
finally been completed for releasing the patient, the relatives
are notified that he i3 ready to leave the hospital and that
they may take him home. Both the relatives and the patient are
instructed that while he i3 on trial vi3it, the patient i3 to
report to the Out-Patient Department once a month, unless the
doctor states otherwise, until he i3 discharged from the hospi-
tal. Where it is possible, social service follow-ups are made,
but the shortage of workers has prevented thi3 from being done
to the extent that i3 desirable.
The method used in thi3 study was that of the case study
and the data were collected by an examination of the case
records at the Boston State Hospital. The 3tudy was confined
to the material in the medical and social service records only.
Interpretations were made by the writer from the findings of
the material contained in the records. In accumulating the
data for the case studies, a schedule was used.
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For purposes of clarification, the following definitions
are included:
Readmi33 i on3 : Previously discharged patients are placed
in this category when conditions necessitate their return to
the hospital.
Trial Visit : It i3 a general policy of the Boston State
Hospital that the patients leave the hospital for a trial peri-
od of a year. If their adjustment outside of the hospital is
adequate for thi3 period, they are discharged at the expiration
of the year.
Hallucinations : These refer to imaginary voices or
visions heard or seen by the patient. The patient will talk to
these voices or visions.
Delusions : The patient ha3 false beliefs pertaining to
himself or others. Often these ideas are of a persecutory
nature
.
Prognosis : This means the forecast of the couroe of the
illness
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CHAPTER II
DESCRIPTION OP MANIC-DEPRESSIVE PSYCHOSES
In order that the reader may have a "better underot anding
of the caoe material to "be presented, thi3 chapter will "be
devoted, in the main, to a description of the 3ymptomo, mani-
festations, and course of the manic-depressive psychoses.
The destructiveness of the manic-depr e33ive psychoses and
what is even more important, their interference with human
productivity and happiness, cannot be statistically measured.
Only a decade ago, there were in the public hospitals of the
United States, more than 40,000 patients suffering from the
manic-depressive psychoses. The annual rate for first ad-
missions i3 in excess of 11,000. Even these high figures do
not convey an adequate conception of the enormity of the medi-
cal, public health and social problems which arise. Por every
patient sent to a mental hospital for treatment, the practicing
psychiatrist probably ha3 under hi3 observation three or four
others, who are exhibiting varying degreeo of affect and mood
disorder .
2
It was the descriptive genius of Emil Kraepelin and his
painstaking working over of a wealth of clinical material that
finally placed manic-depressive psychosis on a secure clinical
ba3i3. Without the Kraepelinian foundation it i3 doubtful
whether psychiatry could have ever reached its present 3tage of
subjective inquiry into the psychopathological mechanisms of
manic-depre33ive states nor could it have had adequate di-
rection for research along organic lines.
3
Prom the dispositional traits and personality markings the
manic-depressive i3 in hi3 pre-p3ychotic make-up more commonly
2 Edward A. Strecker and Pranklin G. Ebaugh, Practical
Clinical Psychiatry
, p. 504.
3 Ibid.
,
p. 304
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an extrovert. Extroversion is in itself not in any 3ense
abnormal but included in it is probably the potentiality of the
typical syntonic and of manic-depressive itself. Predominantly
extroverts are sociable, energetic, bright and cheerful with a
strong tendency to go into action. They are not reflective and
their 3urfacely intensive emotional reactions are usually
transitory. Clinical experience would seem to justify the
assumption that when 3ome unknown factor which may be contained
in the inheritance, in the psychopathology produced by the
conditions of life, in early inhibitory reactions or, perhaps,
in organic tendencies i3 added to the extroverted temperament,
the result is likely to be a manic-depressive reaction.
4
In the manic predisposition there i3 a definite exagger-
ation of the extroverted qualities, labile emotions, vivacity,
buoyancy and 3pr ightliness
,
a dynamic push of energy, thinking
that i3 readily distract ible, quick and faulty judgements and
an easy rationalization of mistakes.
5
The syntonic i3 "up and down". At the upper pole he is
emotionally mercurial and seemingly a quick, ready and ap-
propriate thinker, but not a profound one. He is active, ener-
getic and sociable. At the lower pole, the syntonic is ’•blue”,
pessimistic, and readily discouraged, worries a great deal, is
often over-conscientious and dread3 the future.
^
Modern psychiatry attempts to penetrate underlying mecha-
nisms of 3ymptom3. Often, the phase of mania would seem to be
the acting out of a compensation for bodily inferiority. Thus,
a weak, undersized, awkward, unathletic and physically inferior
college professor occupies himself during the recurrent manic
phases of his psychosis with the boastful performance of what
he considers to be great feats of strength and agility. White
presents one aspect of psychopathology in manic-depressive
psychosis a3 follows: "Manic-depr e33ive psychosis is the type
of extroversion reaction. That is, the patients instead of
turning within themselves (introversion) try to escape their
difficulties (conflict) by a ’flight into reality’. Thi3
flight into reality is the manic phase of the psychosis with
its flight of ideas, distract ibili ty and increased psychomotor
activity during which the patient seem3 to be almost at the
mercy of his environment, having his attention diverted by
every passing stimulus. The great activity can be understood
as a defense mechanism. The patient appears by his constant
4 Ibid., p. 306.
5 Ibid., p. 306-307
6 Ibid., p. 307.
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activity to be covering every possible avenue of approach,
which might by any possibility touch his 3ore point (complex)
and so he rushes wildly from thi3 po33ible source of danger to
that, meanwhile keeping up a stream of diverting activities.
He is at once running away from his conflict - into reality -
and trying to adequately defend every possible approach. On
the other hand, a 3tudy of the manic productions will disclose
the fact that they refer to, they reanimate, so to speak,
longed for situations of the pa3t, the memories of which have
been repressed. So in this sense the manic i3 an ambivalent
reaction, rushing into reality on the one hand, but on the
other developing, under the cloak of hyperactivity and flight
of ideas, a wish- fulfilling drama in which the forbidden
thoughts come to expression.
"The manic-depressive psychosis is seen, therefore, r*<& to
be characterized so much by the nature of the difficulty
(conflict ) with which the patient has to deal as by the way in
which he deals with it. This method I have described as a
’flight into reality’ which is the characteristic of the manic
phase, while the failure to deal adequately with the difficulty
is manifested by the depression of the depressive phase. In
depression the defenses have been broken down and the patient
is overwhelmed by a sense of his moral turpitude ( self- accusa-
tory delusions ). "7
There are all degrees of variation from normal in either
the direction of overactivity and stimulation or to retardation
and slowing. In certain instances there is a peculiar mingling
of overactive a.nd retarded states which can be understood only
in terms that consider this group of reactions as one disorder
with widely varying clinical manifestations .
8
Attitude and General Behavior . In the manic phase . . .
enormous energy [is expressed, as is! distraction of attention,
volubility, singing, rhyming, sound associations, profanity,
obscenity, incoherence, neologistic expressions, or the for-
mation of new words that have a meaning only for the patient,
in the depressed phases, there is often very limited and diffi-
cult speech due to retardation or slowing of thought; poverty
of thought evidenced by repetition of the same formula of words,
mut i sm .
»
Affect and mood . Perhaps the basic state is euphoria and
7 Ibid., p. 307-308
8 Ibid., p. 315.
9 Ibid., p. 322.
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gaiety "but the moot casual incident serves to change the
picture and there is to he witnessed a veritable kaleidoscope
of emotions - exhilaration, exhaltation, boa.otfulness, pride,
irritability, a.nger, hate, murderous rage. In the depression
there is a. less flexible emotional scale but the range is
fairly wide from feelings of inadequacy and subjective lack of
interest to acute mental agony . Dejection, misery and every
degree of unhappiness may be witnessed. Suicide is a real
danger. Fear is a common admixture of the depression. 10
cental trend - content of thought and many varieties of
delusional formation , usually correspond to the prevailing
mood and are generally inconstant and shift ing and wish- ful-
filling
.
in the depression the delusions are more tenacious and
with a melancholic content (ideas of wrong-doing, "unpardonable
sin", unworthiness, self- accus ations : etc.) Depressed patients
accuse themselves of the greatest variety of wrong-doing, often
refer to sex practices earlier in life and, they devise and
picture for themselves the most ingenuously cruel punishments
and tortures, nypochondr iacal and somati c delusions ( "no
stomach", "intestines "stuffed up", "organs rotted", "brains
shrivelling", etc.J are fairly frequent. Illusions are not
uncommon. In mania they seem to be related to the severe dis-
tractibility of attention and in the depressed phase to the
depressed-apprehensive affect . 11
sensorium. mental Grasp and capacity ; - generally the
orientation, memory, retention and recall, attention and ca-
pacity and current knowledge are not intrinsically involved,
but if there is impairment, it is dependent upon the psychic
retardation. In mania, from time to time, the orientation
suffers and the consciousness is befogged but again there is
scarcely an intrinsic disturbance . 12
Insight : - Insignt is usually present in some degree during
the illness, though it is quite faulty. It is relatively
better during the depressed phase. Then there is apt to be a
subjective feeling of illness and, often a fairly good compre-
hension of the manic phase. Patients who have recovered may
display remarkable insight and judgement concerning the nature
and even details of the attack. 13
10 Ibid., p. 322.
11 Ibid., p. 323.
12 Ibid., p. 323.
13 Ibid., p. 323.
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The manic-depressive has usually but two types of reaction,
tie crams his guilt, his anxiety and his censored wishes into the
depth of oblivion and plunges into activity that will preclude
his remembering. He feels the elation of escape. But this
cannot last; the imperfectly repressed devils rise again into
subconscious memory and he punishes himself with depressions,
with self-destructive impulses. One might fancifully say that
the manic-depressive libido can move only up and down in a
straight line. 14
jvraepelin observed that the first attack is a depression in
60 to 70 per cent of patients; two-thirds of the melancholias
are followed by remission and one- third by mania and then a
remission; when mania is the first manifestation, two- thirds of
the canes are likewise followed by remission. The first attack
is apt to occur between the ages of fifteen and twenty- five and
the average duration is from three to six months, future at-
tacks are often a repetition of the initial one with a distinct
tendency toward greater frequency, length and severity. As life
advances depressive attacks predominate. After recovery the
mind and the personality are usually not damaged, unless there
is the intrusion of a complicating factor like arteriosclerosis.
ihe more "reactive” the psychosis, that is the more its genesis
is influenced by psychogenic and environmental factors, the
better the outlook; the more it is constitutional and heredi-
tarial, the worse the outlook. The sounder the personality, the
better the chances of adjustment. When the first attack appears
after forty, there is danger of periodic manic outbreaks. Gross
somatic and nihilistic delusions are said to make a grave prog-
nos is .15
An overwhelming percentage of these patients showed evidence
of definite disturbing life situations in the immediate dynamic,
to which their attacks were attributed. It would appear that
manic-depressive reaction is to a considerable extent a life-ex-
perience-determined reaction not predominantly unmotivated.
Thio factor is particularly evident in a group of recurrent
depressions.!6
One of us made an intensive study of the prognosis in manic-
depressive psychosis: (1) The recovery rate wa.s higher in the
Jew and Irish and lower in the mixed American types. (2) "With
initial onset before forty the recovery rate was higher than
14 Ibid., p. 338.
15 Ibid., p. 340-341.
16 Thomas A. C. Rennie, Prognosis in kanic-Depressive
Psychoses
. p. 801.
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when it occurred later and with the onset before thirty, the
prognosis was better in the proportion of seven to three. (3)
When manic phases predominated, the prognosis was better. (4)
The outlook in the mixed forms, agitated depressions, was some-
what better than in the other forms. 17
Thus it is evident that the best opportunity for recovery
occurs in those individuals having their first attack between
twenty- one and thirty. The possibilities for recovery are
definitely less good when the psychosis starts prior to twenty,
similarly, from forty on, the opportunities for recovery are
less good. Particularly is this true if the first attack
occurs, after fifty, probably due to the presence of arterio-
sclerotic factors. 18
It was also concluded in "Manic -Depress ive Psychosis" that:
Manic-depressive psychoses are much more prevalent among
females than among males. The hignest rates of incidence of
manic-depressive psychoses among females occur during the
fourth and fifth decades of life. The rates of incidence of
manic-depressive psychoses for the several age periods vary
less among males than among females. Manic-depressive psy-
choses are more prevalent among the foreign born than among the
native born in both city and country, in jNew York otate, manic
depressive psychoses are more prevalent among negroes than
among whites, the rate among negro women being extremely high,
bex, age, environment, nativity and race are all factors of
importance in relation to the prevalence of manic-depressive
psychoses. The frequency of recurrence of attacks is nearly
the same in the two sexes. The frequency of recurrence of
attacks differs but little in the various types of these psy-
choses. Patients who are between twenty and forty years of age
at time of first admission have fewer recurrences of attacks
than patients younger or older. The average duration of at-
tacks of recovered cases is a little more than one year. The
average duration of successive attacks varies but little. The
average duration of attacks increases irregularly with ad-
vancing age. 19
Prom the personality studies it seemed fair to draw the
following conclusions: Pirst that the possession of a person-
ality of pure clinical type ^the type which one would naturall!'
expect to develop an affective psychosis, i.e. cycloid) did not
17 strecker and Ebaugh, op. cit
.
.
p. 341-342.
18 Rennie, op. cit
.
.
p. 811.
19 White, Davis. Prantz. MANIC-DEPRESSIVE PSYCHOSIS,
p. 667-675.
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necessarily indicate a favorable prognosis. Second, patients
revealing identification and projection in marked degrees had
a poorer prognosis than those who did not evidence such mecha-
nisms. Third, predominantly oral trait3 in the pre-psychotic
personality were indicative of a poorer prognosis than pre-
dominantly anal personality characteristics. While no one
previously acquired disease or group of diseases may be said
to predispose to psychotic chronicity, yet, the evidence of
somatic disease wa3 more frequent in the unrecovered patients.
Such factors a3 severe repeated infectious proce33e3, wide-
spread or recurrent organic disease tend to weaken the reserve
force of the patient, prevent adequate compensations, and may
favor the development of a morbid exhaust ibility predisposing
to more regressive types of reaction. Prom the standpoint of
the psychotic content the appearance of paranoid trends, hal-
lucinosis, somatic delusions, suicidal trends and stupor were
relatively unfavorable progno3t ically
,
while frank erotic re-
actions and psychoneurotic reactions did not unfavorably in-
fluence the outlook. Prom the standpoint of the somatic con-
tent of* the psychoses, the cardio-va3cular-r enal disease com-
plex rendered the outlook for recovery les3 favorable. Further
more, it may be said that in general, toxic factors and pro-
nounced physical disease promote regression and interfere with
adequate effort at rehabilitation. 20
Usually in a well defined case, the hazard of suicide in
depression, the disruption of the environment by the manic
patient, the well-meant but rather harmful interference by
relatives and other considerations render hospital or sani-
torium care imperative. If certification can be avoided, it is
desirable and often the patient can be persuaded to sign a
voluntary request. When this i3 not feasible, the physician
need not hesitate to certify the patient, providing there are
definite 3ymptom3 and providing, too, that the doctor makes and
keeps a clear record of the 3ymptom3 upon which he has based
the commitment. It i3 advisable to consider carefully before
committing hypomanic patients, who are often plausible and apt
to be litigious. 21
There are many symptoms and situations that expose the
patient to danger. Suicide is an ever-present ri3k at every
stage of depression, particularly when the patient begins to
impr ove
. and the be3t protection is watchful, tactful and
efficient nursing service. Patients need protection against
frequent visiting. Relatives and friends often argue with the
20 Strecker and Ebaugh, ojd. cit .
.
p. 342
21 Ibid.
,
p. 343.
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manic patient and. make ghastly attempts to cheer the depressed
patient. (in stupor, visitors may be stimulating and helpful.)
Patients need protection from each other. The depressed
patient should never be left to the mercy of the manic, and,
other patients must be safe-guarded against the annoying, belli
co3e, and even homicidal attentions of the acute manic patients
Erotic tendencies may lead the manic patient into disgraceful
behavior or eroticism plu3 a spirit of mischief may dictate the
insertion of foreign matter into the body orifices. Depressed
patients driven by delusions or with suicidal intent may do the
3 ame . 22
After recovery, the Social Service Worker, who ha3 practi-
cal 3ense, a rare virtue, is invaluable in completing and con-
tinuing the adjustment of the patient following his discharge
from the hospital. In our experience the Social Service de-
partment has been of great aid in the follow-up care of these
patients. It is our opinion that a careful follow-up with aid
in adjusting minor personal conflicts and in certain indicated
envir onmental manipulati ons is the best propnylaxi3 against
the recurrence of the disorder. 23
22 Ibid., p. 344
23 Ibid.
,
p. 353
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CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION OF CASES
The material used in the following ten case illus tr ations
wao gathered from the medical and social service records of
readmitted manic-depressive patients at the Boston State
Hospital in January, 1946, and from abstracts from other
hospitals and agencies. All identifying data ha3 been re-
moved. The hospital referred to in any of these case histories
i3 the Boston State Hospital, unle33 definitely stated other-
wise
.
Of the ten cases studied, eight of the patients were
women and two were men. All had diagnoses of various types of
manic-depressive psychoses. In some cases, the patient con-
tinou3ly manifested the same symptoms and wa3 given the 3ame
diagnosis on each admi33ion to the hospital. In others, the
patient may have shown different phases of the manic-depres-
sive psychoses on different admissions. Of the eight female
patients, four had diagnoses of recurrent manic types, one
had a diagnosis of recurrent depre33ive type, and three were
diagnosed as mixed types of the manic-depressive psychoses.
The two male patients were diagnosed a3 recurrent manic types.
Of the eight women patients, four were married and four
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were single. Four were catholic, three were Jewish and one wao
±rotestant. Of the two male patients, one was married and one
was single. .Doth were Catholic.
The age grouping in these ten cases is a varied one, par-
ticularly in relation to the number of readmissions of the
individual patient as is illustrated in Table I.
TABLE I
AGE OF PATIENTS ON EACH ADLISSIOK
TO THE BOS TOE STATE HOSPITAL
Age
Firs t
Admission
M Jf
o e co nd
Adrniss ion
M F
Third
Admission
I F
Fourth
Admission
M F
14 - 20 1 1
21 - 30 3 3 1 1
31 - 40 1 2
41 - 50 2 2 1 1
51 - 60 1 1 1 1 1
61 - 70 1
In order tha.t as complete a picture of the patient as
possible could be obtained, the circumstances surrounding the
patient’s first admission and hospitalization wdre included in
the case presentations.
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In order to a.void confusion on the pert of the reader,
the cases were organized according to the following outline:
1. birst hospitalization.
a. hate.
b. symptoms.
c. Diagnosis.
2. background of bamily a.nd Patient.
a. Environmental bactoro.
b. bamily Relationships.
5. Discharge.
a
.
Dat e
.
b. Length of hospitalization.
c. Adjustment.
4. Events reading up to headmission.
a. Analysis of special factors affecting "breakdown
of patient.
5. hate of he admission.
a. symptoms.
b. Diagnosis.
The writer’s interpretation is included at the end of
each case.
The following cases are presented as illustrations of how
social factors influenced the r ea.drnission of ten of the manic-
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depressive patients to the Boston state Hospital. There were
no social service follow-ups made in any of these cases.
CASE A
First Hospitalization:
Thi 3 is a single, young white female patient who was first
admitted to the Boston state Hospital on .November 30, 1942 at
the age of twenty. On admission, she was rather noisy, talka-
tive, and confused. She was incoherent and irrelevant, had
religious ideas and was probably hallucinated. She was diag-
nosed as a manic-depressive, manic type and the prognosis for
thio first admission was guarded.
The patient began snowing symptoms the summer previous to
her admission to the hospital, she almost tore up her clothes
and cut come of them, saying she did not need them. She ima-
gined she heard voices telling her somebody would meet her.
she seemed to have nightmares as "she yelled and screamed
during the night.” Just before her admission to the hospital,
she telephoned the police that a man had. followed her home,
she slept well some nignts, but other nights was too restless
to sleep. Three days before her admission, the patient left
the house at 7 A.M. saying she was going to work. At 3:30 P.M.
she called her mother from Western Union and said to her, "I
thought I would send you a telegram.” Later, the police tele-
phoned her mother as they had picked up the patient. Her mind
seemed to be working too fast and sne said sue was cold and
wanted a massage.
background of Family and the Patient:
This patient is the only child of foreign-born parents of
Swedish descent. The family history is negative for mental
diseases. The patient had a normal birth, but she was always
a problem child, had to have ner own way and lost control of
her temper easily. &he would cry when she did not have her own
way. ner work in school was satisfactory and she studied well u
until she was in the eighth grade, when at age thirteen, 3he
had a nervous breakdown and was admitted to the Boston Psycho-
pathic Hospital. Although she has had other nervous spells,
sh£ returned to school, took evening courses in typing and
shorthand and graduated from high school in 1941. The patient
is a Lutheran, but prior to her admission to the Boston State
Hospital, she did not attend church because she had no interest
in anything "except running around."
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After graduating from high school, the patient wanted to
do office work, hut one could not 3it still long enough. In
1941, she was employed as a telephone operator, hut left this
joh after three weeks* She worked for two or tnree weeks part
time for another company, hut desired full employment and left.
She then worked for a 3tore, hut complained that the weather
was too warm and left after two weeks. She worked for a sta-
tionery company and either resigned or was discharged soon
afterwards, ohe worked for a printing est ahl ishment and then as
a typist immediately prior to her admission to the hospital.
Whenever she earned money, she spent it all for entertainment,
with the exception of $5.00 to $10.00 which she gave her mother
for room and hoard.
During tne summer of 1941, she had. a lazy spell in between
her restless spells, uuring the lazy spell, 3he ate continually
and remained in hed all day until she weighed one hundred sixty
pounds. When her mother tried to get her out of hed hy appealing
to her pride in her appearance, the patient said she did not
care .
In the following year, the patient "ran around" and her
girl friend told ner mother that she was full of fun, allowed
hoys to take her out for "a good time", hut was a "good kid."
she seemed to want to get as much as she could out of life as
quickly as possible.
The patient smoked e» few cigarettes experimentally, she
does not drink and has no court record.
The patient was very sociable with other people, hut a.t
home, she was very ugly with her parents, she appeared to he
very nervous in 1942 and did not want to remain at home at all.
»he spent all her time going out with hoys and girls, dancing
and skating, she loved jazz and mystery stories on the radio,
she loved all types of movies. She could not sit still long
enough to read and had been too restless to work as a steno-
grapher or in any position for any length of time.
Discharge:
During the course of this patient's hospi tali zat ion, she
was overactive and overtalkative. sometimes, she was in good
contact and sometimes, sne was incoherent and her talk showed
flight of ideas, she had daily complaints to make to the
physi ci an.
In April, 1945, five months after she had been admitted
to the hospital, she was released on trial visit in the care
of her mother, her condition being improved, however, 3he was
returned to the hospital in a week and a half as she stated
.ti/tf ,i£sow
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that she had had occasional arguments with her mother and her
mother did not want her to go to work or to go out evenings
with her girl friends.
On her return to the hospital, the patient was talkative
and excited, For the next two months, she went home on trial
visits several times and was always returned to the hospital
within a few days. In February, 1944, she was returned from
visit from home by police officers, having been out of the
hospital for eight months, she was overactive and overtalka^
tive. she said she had been out too many evenings and as a
result became sick, she was oriented and said that she had
been getting nervous in the past two weeks.
in July, 1944, she was released again on trial visit in
the care of her mother, her condition being improved, she re-
ported to the Out-Patient Department several times, I'he first
time she reported, she was accompanied by her mother and ap-
peared well, ^he was working for a doughnut shop at that time.
Her mother stated that she was very stubborn and had a bad
temper. The patient wanted to go to Florida, but was told tnat
she was prohibited from leaving the state until she had been
discharged from the hospital. At other times, she appeared at
the Out-Patient Department alone, ^he was living with her
family and was working in a cable factory, ohe appeared emo-
tionally better balanced and said 3he went out in the evening
only occasionally. At a later date, she ^forked as a sheet
metal worker at the wavy Yard at night, she slept eight to
nine hours during the day. uhe was quiet and cooperative, ohe
was still nervous and high-strung, but no psychotic material
was elicited.
In July, 1945, she was discharged at the expiration of a
yeatf 1 s trial visit, her condition being improved.
Events heading up to Headmission:
since her release from the hospital, she had been living
with her parents. For three or four months, she worked in the
tiavy Yard at night . She used to go home from work and 3pent
most of her time during the day sleeping. Later, 3he was trans-
ferred to a day job and loot interest in her work and soon
left. She had been able to obtain other jobs, but had been too
excited to hold them, she wa3 anxious to get a job as a mes-
senger and took a civil service examination, passing with a
grade of seventy-two per cent. However, 3he went to Cape Cod
in August, 1945 and when she returned any chance of obtaining
the job was gone. Her mother told her that she felt that the
patient was not well enough to work and suggested that she re-
main at home. When 3he was working, she seemed to have no idea
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of the value of money. She earned $33.00 a week, paid her
mother $10.00 a week for hoard and room and 3pent the rest of
her salary on clothes and good times. After 3he stopped work-
ing, she went to the Cape without any money and contracted a
bill which her mother tried to pay.
In the three months prior to her readimission to the hos-
pital, the patient cried a great deal, telling her mother that
she cried because 3he wa3 H not like other girl3 and was not
able to hold a job." She 3aid that she could not help crying
and doing the things 3he did. For example - the Sunday night
before her readmission to the hospital, she took a blouse for
which 3he had paid $8.00, removed the shade of an electric
light and burned the blouse on the bulb. At timeo, she cut up
her dre3se3 and other articles of clothing and after her mother
had removed all the 3ci33or3, the patient still ripped the
clothing. She denied hearing voices or seeing visions, but she
locked herself in a room and talked to herself, saying to her
mother, "You don’t have to listen to me, but I can’t help doing
it." For a week before admission, 3he ate very little and could
not 3leep. She imagined her food was poisoned, she did not
attempt to take her life, she 3 aid many boys had asked her to
marry them and that she liked a good time, dancing, etc., but
wa.3 not interested in marriage.
The patient’s mother was unable to take care of her at
home and the patient, herself, requested that she be examined
and 3ent to the hospital, because 3he could no longer manage
herself.
Date of Readmission:
This patient was readmitted to the hospital in October,
1945 from home. She was twenty-three years old.
While she was in the hospital, she wa3 quiet and adjusted
well to the ward routine. She had periods in wnich 3he wa3 de-
pressed, confused and irritable. At otner times, she was over-
active, restless and exciteable. She was again diagnosed as a
manic-depressive, manic type, however, the prognosis for t.nis
admission was good. She wa.3 released in March, 1946 on trial
visit in the care of her parents, condition improved.
Here is the picture of a young girl of twenty- three who
has already had two admissions to a mental hospital for a manic
depressive psychosis, manic type, ‘here are consistent behavior
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patterns that can "be traced throughout this girl’s history.
From early childhood, she could not face denial and reacted
with tears. In later life, she tried to crowd a multitude of
experiences in within a 3hort period of time, a3 if afraid
that she would he missing something if 3he did not. Another
characteristic clearly manifested is this girl’s inability to
maintain a position. She is always too restless. Yet, for a
period of three to four months
,
she did work on the 3ame job.
This wa3 a job that occupied ner and utilized ner energy in
the evenings and thus most of her day wan 3pent sleeping and
resting. However, no sooner was 3he changed to tne day 3hift
when 3he lost her interest in her job and began to develop
symptoms. Whether or not 3he would have lo3t ner interest in
her night work sooner or later can only be a matter of conjec-
ture. since there were so many job opportunities available to
thi3 patient, it 3eems obvious that her difficulties lay within
herself; not in the jobs, but in her inability to relate to a
job successfully. Thi3 patient has strong inner drives and
need3 which thu3 far she has been unable to satisfy and one
reac t3 by having a psychotic episode. °he ha 3 gotten along well
with otner people, but her relationships with her family do
not seem to be entirely satisfactory, a3 she i3 ugly and stub-
born in the home. She is probably responsible in part for this
incompatabili ty a3 sne is poorly developed emotionally. Im-
maturity in her handlings of her earnings can also be seen.
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This patient had only been out of the hospital for the brief
period of a year and three months when she was readmitted. The
social factors behind her return to the hospital were her job
maladjustments which in turn can be traced to her personality
difficulties. This patient has shown 3ome insight into her
condition. She has compared herself with o tner girl3 who have
been able to maintain a position and make satisfactory adjust-
ments in life. It was at her own request that 3he wa3 returned
to the hospital, because she could no longer manage herself.
Pernaps if tni3 girl could nave had the assistance of a
psychiatric social worker, she could have been helped with the
problem of finding a satisfactory job. Under the worker’s
guidance, she might ha.ve learned to manage her finances more
3en3ibly than 3he had previously. lL.eanwh.ile, the worker could
establish a good relationship wi tn thi3 girl and at tne same
time would be learning more about her and ner emotional needs
and together they could work towards a solution of her prob-
lems. The patient ha3 feelings of insecurity and inadequacy and.
the psychiatric social worker could give her constructive aid
in helping her build up her ego strengths which would be a big
otep in this girl’ s path of adjustment.
CASE B
First Hospitalization:
This woman was first admitted to the Boston State Hospital
.
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on November 17, 1932 at the age of forty-eight. Her symptoms
appeared two weeks prior to her admi33ion when her husband
noticed that 3he was not sleeping well. She was sent to her
3i3ter’3 for a re3t and remained there for a week, but did not
leep well and did not eat. About the 3ame time, ohe al30 went
to the Out-Patient Department of the Boston City Hospital,
where 3he complained of not sleeping. A physician gave her some
pills. On arising the morning after taking these pills, she
complained of feeling dizzy. She returned to her home about a
week prior to her admission and still could not sleep, she 3 aid
there were a great many people about. She awakened the family
to show tnem the moon so that they could see how beautiful it
was. On November 11, ohe imagined that the soldiers were coming
back from the war and at 2 A.M., 3he proclaimed that 3he was
going to have company.
The family pnysician was called and he said that the pa-
tient's nerves and tne menopause were responsible for her con-
dition. The patient persisted in watching through the window.
She became very excited and disturbed and the doctor advised
sending her to the Boston Psycnopatnic Hospital, from which
she was transferred to tne Boston State Hospital. She was
given a diagnosis of manic-depressive psychosis, manic type.
Background of Family and Patient:
This is an alien Jewish woman who wao born in Russia and
came to the United States about 1907. There wa3 no history of
mental diseases in her family. Her early development was un-
known.
She attended night school in the United Stateo and reached
the fourth grade within two years, having received double pro-
motions. She is well read in Russian literature. Although she
i3 not an Orthodox Jewess, sne observes the high holidays and
the sabbath.
The patient was married in Russia at the age of twenty-
two to a man five years her senior. She said she wa3 not happy
with her husband, a3 she felt that he did not have enough of
an education for her and that he wa3 not good enough for her.
He wao not her type, but her father wanted her to marry and ohe
did. Her husband has always been in ill health. He owned a rag
shop and was never prosperous. To outward appearances, the pa-
tient seemed to be happy. The patient has three daughters and
these girls supported the family, as, in 1932, the father had
stopped working. The girls get along fairly well with each
other.
The patient na3 always been a housewife . She doe 3 not
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drink or smoke. She has a likeable personality, get3 along
well with othero and is sociable. She preferred to be always
occupied in doing things about tne home. She went to tne mov-
ies about once a week. Otherwise, her entire interests were
centered in her home.
The patient’s first attack of mental illness occurred
about 1917 when her daughter had an appendectomy. She remained
in the West’ooro State Hospital for two months . In 1926, 3he
had her second attack of mental illness after another daughter
had a tonsillectomy. She remained at the kedfield State Hos-
pital for about two months. Her family thought these a.ttacks
occurred about every five or six years.
Discharge
:
The patient remained in tne hospital for two months. Upon
examination, she was found to be distractible
,
talkative, some-
what euphoric and circumstantial. Her memory seemed fairly
good for past and recent events. She was not oriented for place
and person, although she gave the time fairly well. She insist-
ed that the hospital wa3 a Jewish college and that there was no
one mentally ill here. She spoke of having been a patient in
two other 3tate hospitals.
The striking thing about ner psycnosis was her active
hallucinosis which apparently formed a background for ner para-
noid ideas, ohe claimed that for the past twenty- five years,
she had been in love with a, ur. u. who delivered one of her
children, ohe stated that ne resembled a. cousin of ners and
said that one could near nio voice calling her endearing names.
This Dr. <j. was the best doctor in the world and she thought
he might even be bigger than hod.
She claimed that ohe saw nice things in the sky, ouch as
pictures of men and women talking and laughing, she said ohe
felt the bed shaking and thought she was being taken someplace
in an airplane and ohe saw a man in the sky who resembled her
father, ohe thought the nurses saw these things too.
She thought ohe was operated on for tonsils at the hoston
Psychopathic Hospital and that ohe died there. Her insight
into her condition was quite deficient, it was interesting that
she snowed no symptoms of the menopause in addition to the
manic symptoms in spite of the fact tnat sue wa3 experiencing
the menopause at that time.
Un January 25, 1933, the patient went out on trial visit
in the care of her husband and daughter. Her condition was im-
proved. During the year of her trial visit, the patient report-
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ed occasionally to the (Jut-hat ient department. un ner last
visit, 3he was accompanied by ner nusband. ode was quiet,
reasonable, pleasant and presented a good appearance, bhe was
discharged on January 25, 1934, ner condition being recovered.
events .Leading up to jjirst Keadmission:
jror the month previous to her readmission to the hospital,
the patient had seemed nervous and very depressed, her facial
expressions seemed to change almost over night, ner face be-
came long and thin and she wanted to 3tay in bed moot of the
time, ner family knew she was ill, but kept ner home as they
did not "want to put her away." ohe ate very little and finally
began to snow great anxiety and believed that harm was going to
befall her and her family, ^he spoke in a wnisper and only in
monosyllables. It was extremely difficult to discover what was
going on in her mind.
hate of hirst headmission:
ihis patient was readmitted to the hospital on uctober 31,
194 0 at the age of fiftj'-oix.
curing her hospitalization, sne snowed some improvement in
her general behavior, she was quiet, tidy, cooperative and
fairly friendly with other patients on the ward, she enjoyed
working on the ward, she admitted that sne had auditory hallu-
cinations and believed tnat the president conferred with ner
and repeatedly professed ni3 love for her.
Her diagnosis was manic-depressive psycnosis, depressive
type. wne wa.s discharged from tne hospital on January 13, 1941
as sne had recovered.
events heading up to Second Readmission:
since her release from the hospital, tne patient nad got-
ten along very well until two weeks previous to her second re-
admission, at wnich time sne had spent eleven days at the
.Beth Israel Hospital wnere she received treatment for an in-
ternal condition. .Before she went to tne beth Israel hospital,
one was well mentally. While there, she appeared to be very
happy, nowever, the patient in the next bed reported tnat tne
patient would cry and laugh at various intervals during the
night and she went around kissing other patients.
when she returned home, she asked her daughter to get her
everything she wanted, ner appetite was not regular, during
the night, she would start to sing. bhe would open the window
and "sit and laugn at the moon." Then sxie imagined she was
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going to wonderful places, she would 3it and think and then
talk to herself as tnough someone was talking to her. .Little
things aggravated her. she wanted to have her own way and told
everyone what to do. Wnen 3he is ill, she will not talk to her
fe.mily at all.
Date of second Keadmission:
when 3ne v/as fifty-nine years old, she was again read-
mitted to tne hospital on May 26, 1942.
curing the mental examination given her, she appeared
somewhat depressed and explained that she could not bear to
see the otner patients suffer so much, she had various delu-
sional ideas, for example, she spoke of her husband who had
been dead for tnree and a half years as living, ‘-’he stated
that she saw him on the hospital grounds and also saw her
mother and grandfather there.
ohe 3.uowed consistent impr ovement while she was in the
hospital and revealed good insight into her previous depressive
episode, ane wa.s diagnosed as a manic-depressive psychosis,
mixed types.
On August 11, 1942, one was dismissed on trial visit in
the care of her cousin as improved, a year later, she was dis-
charged from trial visit as improved.
invents heading up to Third Keadmission:
j-he patient had been out of the hospital for a little
over a year and had not manifested any symptoms until tnree
weeks prior to tnio recent admission. At that time, she in-
sisted on going to the cemetery to visit her husband's grave,
one became very depressed after that and continued in tnio
mood, ner appetite decreased. she would smell meat before
eating as though there wa.s "something in it." she also suf-
fered from insomnia, ohe appeared to be confused and to have
lost her memory, voices caused her to change her behavior
drastically, j-hey told her not to look at her grandchildren,
so she pushed them away in a harmless manner, she was not
threatening in any we.y. she was also told to leave home by
these voices, but her attempts to do so were thwarted by her
daughter, she spent a great deal of time looking out of the
window, but made no suicidal attempts.
nate of Third Keadmission:
j-his patient was readmitted to the Boston state xioispital
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for the third time on October 25, 1943 at the age of sixty,
ner diagnosis was manic-depressive psycnosio, depressive type,
ohe had no insight into her condition a.nd her judgment wa.s
defective.
A certain amount of improvement wa.s expected a.nd sne did
improve to the extent that she was allowed to leave the hos-
pital on trial visit in the care of her daughter in January,
1944. she was returned from this visit in uune, 1944 because
she claimed her daughter took away her money that she had
collected for her funeral. On her return to the hospital, she
was overt alka.tive
,
but otherwise was cooperative a.nd was
oriented to place and person and approximately the time. She
was still jn the hospital in January, 1946.
To please her father, this woman married a man whom she
considered her intellectual inferior as he lacked the education
she had had. nevertheless, on the surface, the marriage seemed
to be mutually compatible, but actually this woman was unhappy
and discontented and she repressed these feelings deeply into
her unconscious, ihe only way sne nad of releasing these
feelings was by going into a psychotic episode, she revealed
a lot of material during her episodes, when she believed that
she had died as a result of a tonsillectomy, the death con-
stituted a divorce from her husband and when she awakened, she
was married to ur. (i . one did not want to go back to her hus-
band. xet when she recovered from this episode, ohe rational-
ized these feelings and denied the fact that she did not love
her husband, bo ohe returned to tne same situation, managed to
make a fairly adequate adjustment for seven years and then
had another psychotic episode, this time a depressed state,
uhe repeated the same behavior patterns over and over again.
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in addition to her unhappy marital state, she was under eco-
nomic stress wni ch was aggravated by her husband’s sickly con-
dition. her reality situation was too intense and difficult for
her, so she withdrew from it and compensated for it with an
active, wish- fulfilling fantasy life in which she imagined
herself going to wonderful places and coming in contact with
wonderful and famous people, ouch as the president, her un-
happy marital situation and the pressures of economic strain
were the social factors tha.t contributed to her illness, her
most recent admission was precipitated by a visit to her hus-
band’s grave which probably aroused guilt feelings because of
her attitude towards him when he was a.live and plunged her into
a state of depression.
If this patient could have hah supportive psychiatric
social service treatment during each of the intervals 3he was
out of the hospital, 3he might have made more satisfactory
adjustments, with the assistance of a psychiatric social worker
she might have been able to work out her feelings about her
husband, instead, she always returned to the same environment
which caused her difficulties and only escaped from it by
weekly movies and more drastically by psychotic attacks.
CASE C
.First hospitalization:
This is a young, married woman, twenty- seven years old,
who was brought to the a os ton state Hospital from her home on
February 18, 1941. In the past year, she had gradually lost
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interest in everything and in the past three months tnis loss
of interest had been more pronounced, ohe did not take cane of
her children nor nerself a.nd admitted that she had not taken
a bath for three months giving as a reason that 3he had no
water. She talked of committing suicide, but did not attempt
it. ohe would get up and stand around doing nothing, if people
came to call, sne would say they were "lying" about what they
were saying, her diagnosis was manic-depressive psycnosis,
depressive type.
background of Family and Patient:
ihere was no history of nervous or mental diseases in
the patient’s family, her birth and early development were un-
known. ohe attended high school for two years and left to go
to work.
She was married in 1931 and had four children. The mar-
riage has not been a happy one. The patient’s husband was
known to the Board of Probation and had been arrested twenty-
seven times, seventeen of the twenty-seven for drunkenness,
the remainder for delinquency, violation of parole, gambling,
and assault and battery. The patient lived in tne utmost
poverty, whenever her husband got drunk, he beat her brutally.
There was a question of incest between the husband and a two
year old girl. The patient would never leave the child a,lane
with her husband, several times, the patient left her husband,
even going so far as to conta.ct tne Legal Aid society to start
action for a legal separation, however, each time she left him,
either he or his mother persuaded her to become reconciled with
him. In the year prior to her admission to the hospital, tneir
marital relations nad been strained, me patient is a Roman
catholic, but she and her husband had "let their religion
slip." The patient had never been arrested.
before her marriage, the patient worked in a factory, but
after she was married, one did not work outside the ho.^e. She
did not keep the house clean and did not cook tne food properly
Por the past year or two, she had been lax in taking care of
the children, showed no interest in anything and her husband
had to do most of the housework.
The patient was always sociable and cheerful, she liked
music and dancing and nad a number of girl friends, she was
suspicious and had always imagined that people were talking
about her and did not like her.
The only time, prior to her admission, that the patient's
behavior seemed abnormal was at the death of her mother in
October, 1940. she did not sleep or eat for three days at that
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time, but just oat in a chair 3taring strajgnt ahead and. clenchr
ing her fists, she wao not particularly affected when ohe loot
a six months baby in November, 1940.
Discharge:
During her first period of hospi tali za.t ion, the patient
was restless and agitated. She quieted down after electro-
stimulation treatment, ohe wao released from the nospital on
trial visit in the care of her husband on April 11, 1942. A
year later, she was discharged as improved.
events .Leading up to Readu-ission:
The same friction and discontent that had existed before
her admission to the nospital again arose as a source of dif-
ficulty between the patient and her husband. She began to
drink and became interested in other men. She had been arrested
many times for drunkenness, but insisted tnat sne was never
drunk when sne was arrested. She acquired a syphilitic infec-
tion, but emphasized that sne nad nad no sexual relations
with her current boyfriend and 3aid tnat 3ne had caught the
diseases innocently in a lavatory.
Date of Readmission:
She was readmitted to the Boston State Hospital on October
2, 1945 at the age of thirty, from tne court where ohe had
been charged with lewdneso. she had been using alcohol intem-
perately, had been combative and used foul language.
ner emotional tone was one of irritability and anger. She
was careless about her appearance and walked around covered
only by a bed sheet, ohe coiled the floor of her room where ohe
wao in isolation because of her recent syphilitic infection.
She was excited, talked in a very loud voice, frequently shout-
ing and cursing the nurses and the hospital. Her speech was
relevant and coherent, but very limited in amount, a ,
3
ohe kept
repeating the 3ame statements, ohe was completely oriented for
time, place and person. She admitted that she had been dr ini: ing
but denied that one nad been drinking to excess. She also ad-
mitted that she had had an illegitimate child when sne was
seventeen and nad married later.
ohe was given a diagnosis of manic-depressive psycnooio
,
manic type and tne prognosis for this admission was good. This
patient wao still in tne nospital at this writing.
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in spite of help received from various social agencies,
this patient did not seem to be able to deal with her situation
in an adequate way and was easily persuaded to return to it.
however, she did make efforts to extricate nerself from the
situation after her release from the hospital by drinking to
excess and replacing her husband with another man. Her manner
of solving problems indicates that she is poorly equipped to
manage her affairs competently and that there are probably
underlying personality difficulties that motivate her behavior.
This latter factor seems to be emphasized as it is learned
during the patient- s read, -ission that she had an illegitimate
child prior to her marriage, ‘•he social factors which influenced
this patient’s re admission to a mental hospital were her un-
happy marital situation; her inadequate methods of solving her
problems; and basically ner deep personal conflicts.
in view of the fact that other social agencies were not
too successful in working with this woman, a question may arise
as to whet sort of case work relationship can or cannot be es-
tablished with her. Perhaps, if she could have been seen at
some time during the interval she was out of tne hospital by
a psychiatric social worker working in cooperation with a
psychiatrist, something might have been accomplished in allevi-
ating and relieving some of ner problems; including those that
were tangible - her marital situation - and those that were of
an emotional origin.
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CASE £>
Kirst hospitalization:
This is a single, Jewish woman who was first admitted to
the hospital at the age of thirty-six on November 18, 1928.
she gave as the reason for her condition the fact that a cousin
of a cousin had died and she dwelled on the sadness of death,
she was given a diagnosis of manic-depressive psychosis, de-
pressive type.
background of family and Patient:
This patient was horn in trance in 1892 and is a natural-
ized citizen. The patient's father was horn in Kussia, was a
nebrew scholar and attended a theological school there, ne is
a united states citizen and i3 employed as a designer of ladies 1
clothes
.
The patient’s mother was also born in Kussia and attended
a private school. The mother is the least excitable of all the
members of the family. She claims to be calm, always composed,
never irritable and has a more cheerful view of things than the
other members of the family, she is not high-strung or quick-
tempered. She appears to be a gentle little lady, short and
stocky, with a kindly face, she takes a most sympathetic atti-
tude towards the patient.
There are seven siblings, four girls and three boys. The
oldest brother is married and is a violinist in a symphony
orchestra. The oldest sister is single, she is an artist and
designs and paints china. She had a nervous breakdown in 1926.
Another sister is a highschool graduate and i3 employed as a
stenographer, she seems to be intelligent and interested in
music and art. She is a person of artistic temperament and is
a bit intolerant of the patient and somewhat irritable. There
is a married sister who previously taught elocution. A single
brother lives at home and plays the piano in an orchestra,
another younger brother is also musical. The youngest 3ister
teaches kindergarten.
The patient ’3 home atmosphere is excellent. Although the
home is shabbily furnished, there are good books in evidence.
The interests of the family are on a high level. The conver-
sation is generally centered around music and art and the
patient has always felt that she is inadequate to join in. she
did, however, go to concerts and has a fair knowledge about
c omposerc
.
ihe patient came to the United states at the age of three,
ohe started school when she was six years old. she liked
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school, hut did not do well and was retarded because of physi-
cal and mental disease at the time which interfered with her
studies. in the seventh and eighth grades, she was on pro-
bation at school because of the poor quality of her work.
In 1905, there was a change in her personality and she
would cry when coming home from school. t>he would get de-
pressed when spells came on and at these times disliked school,
children kept away from her because of her odd habits.
when she was twelve years old, she rushed into the house
one day, very pale and frightened and cried that she and five
other girls had been at the .rive and Ten cent store and one of
the girls had taken something and the patient claimed that they
were threatened with arrest, .following this incident, the
patient's sister who shared the same room with her, noticed
that she was quite frightened, ohe would say that someone was
under her bed and that someone was looking through the window.
i Aer fear did not reach an extreme degree. On one occasion, at
the age of fourteen, a neighbor next door died and, during the
funeral, the patient suddenly began to perspire, 3aying that
"father is in the house*1 and ohe insisted that the rest of the
family call for him. After this, the patient seemed to talk to
herself incoherently. Sue would sometimes mumble and her
general behavior was not normal. She would have two or three
of these "spells" during the year. Previous to this, it had
not been sufficiently marked to prevent her from attending
school, but after that 3he was required to stay out of school
for two week3 at a time.
She became secluoive, thought that the girls in school
were laughing at her and did not play with the other children.
Her memory had become extremely poor. She could not remember
what had occurred during the episodes, seemed not to know what
had happened and did not care. She was dazed at times. When
3he was told to do something, 3he could not remember what 3he
had been told five minutes later. She 3eemed to have a "dual
personality"
.
She graduated from grammar school at the age of fifteen.
When she left school, 3he had a desire to go on further, but
because of lack of finances, the family could not permit her to
do this. The patient loved music and wished to be given piano
le33on3, but the family was too poor to gratify her wishes. At
one time, a piano teacher promised to give her a lesson and the
patient waited four hours for the le33on.. After the teacher
was through with the other pupil3, 3he found no time for the
patient’s lesson. Consequently, the patient wa3 very much
depressed. In 1920, she had a breakdown and wa3 treated at the
Boston Psychopathic Hospital.
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After the patient graduated grammar school, she worked
for a year and a half a3 a 3alegirl and did a little millinery
work, but otherwise 3he has had very little work outside of the
home, except for taking care of children for friends.
The patient has never had any men friends. She was reti-
cent in their company and felt that 3he wa3 not their type and
they did not like her.
She likes people and wishes to be with them, but is se-
clusive because 3he thinks that they do not like to be with
her. She will sometimes sit at the piano for hours and try to
do difficult things
,
ouch ao Brahms and is not at all dis-
couraged about her inability to master difficult compositions.
She usually play3 by ear and doe3 not know music well. How-
ever, outside of music, she had no other aspirations or am-
bitions.
The patient resented not being taken to concerts with her
brothero and sisters. She knew they did not care to have her
appear in public because of her peculiarities and 3he thought
that her brothers and 3i3ter3 did not care for her. They
would, however, take her with them as much a3 was feasible but
it was very difficult to appear with her in public. She in-
sisted upon dressing in the most peculiar fashion. Although
she was given money to purchase modern clothing, she would
select the most old-fashioned things that could be obtained.
Therefore, the family felt that they could not comfortably take
her to public places. The patient was highly sensitive and
needed very delicate handling by the family.
Discharge
:
While 3he wa3 in the hospital, she was noisy at night,
talked constantly so that 3he had to be placed in a room by
herself. In the daytime, she was extremely 3eclusive and
always presented a confused appearance. She was very childlike.
Her ideas were all of a sad nature, dwelling on the sickness of
30me friend. She wa3 taken out of tne hospital on trial visit
by her father against the advice of the hospital on January 1,
1929. Her father insisted that he understood the patient much
better than the hospital authorities and insisted upon caring
for her at home. She reported regularly to the Out-Patient
Department and presented a fairly good appearance. While she
was at home, she had two periods of disturbance, but wa3 not
returned to the hospital by her family. She was discharged a3
improved on January 20, 1930.
Events Leading Up to Readmi3sion:
Three weeks prior to her readmission, the patient refused
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to leave her bed, refused to eat and would not get dressed.
She insisted on having all the lights in the house turned on
during the night. She would get dre33ed when the other members
of the family had retired for the evening and would walk about
the 3treet3. She finally became destructive and somewhat a-
busive. She took pictures off the wall and broke them. She
took books out of the bookcase and threw them on the floor.
She pulled things apart, pulled the bedding off her bed and
tore leaves off the plants. At one time, she tried to strike
her sister. The family did not think 3he had auditory or
visual hallucinations . She carried on a great deal, would cry
and moan, was restless and sleepless.
Date of Readmission:
This patient was readmitted to the hospital July 8, 1930,
at the age of thirty-eight, about a year and a half after her
release from the hospital. She wa3 extremely emotional and a
3ad occasion would completely upset her. She presented the
same appearance as when 3he had been formerly admitted, un-
stable, and crying easily. She was especially disturbed at
night and sometimes appeared as though she wa3 in a halluci-
natory 3tate, but she showed no evidence of that. Her psy-
chosis comes like an episode and there are frequent episodes,
but always with the 3ame characteristic of depression and, at
the same time, some excitability. She has threatened suicide
at these episodes. She doe3 not appear confused. She showed
no evidence of any delusions. The nature and episodic charac-
ter of the psychos i3 is always purely emotional.
This patient i3 3till in the hospital. She is always
noisy and disturbing and gives a3 a reason for her disturbance
that 3ome acquaintance has died. She has been home on visit
several times, but 3he is always having cycles of excitement
and depression. She i3 well for a month at a time, and then
becomes ill for three weeks or 30 . Her diagnosis is still a
manic-depressive psychosis, depressive type.
It is quite evident that this patient’ 3 emotional diffi-
culties contribute to her mental illness. She has a low normal
intelligence ( I
.
Q,. 82), belongs to a very musical family and is
somewhat musical herself. She has not been comparably adequate
with the talented, intellectual, and artistic members of her
family. The pressures of this environment were weakening
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forces to her already weak ego as her own needs to establish
herself on a level comparable to that of her siblings were too
great a strain on her. She could not successfully compete or
rival her brothers and 3i3ters in intellectual and artistic
achievement, so 3he rebelled against them by destroying the
symbols of their accomplishments - pictures, books, etc. - and
thus had to be readmitted to the hospital, because she wa3
3uch a disturbing influence in the home. This patient ha3
deep-3eated feelings of insecurity and inferiority. She ha3
felt rejected by her family, by their refusal to appear with
her in public because of her peculiar appearance. She hao
shown resentment to them, but ha3 never really had an oppor-
tunity to release her feelings of hostility to an understanding
person and so she expre33e3 herself by having frequent psychotic
episodes. She gives a3 a reason for these episodes the death
of some acquaintance. There i3 a possibility of her identi-
fying herself with these deaths - she herself in her barren
existence may be experiencing living death and 3he becomes
overwhelmed with self-pity. The patient does not recognize
these unconscious feelings, but rationalizes them by dwelling
on the sadness of death and by going into a depression.
If psychiatric social service assistance could have been
given during the two year period that she wa3 out of the nospi-
tal, thi3 patient might have been able to make a better ad-
justment in her home and with her family. She immediately
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returned to the 3ame situation which wa3 30 intolerable to her
when she left the hospital and she needed strong, supportive
treatment by an under st anding and accepting person to whom she
could give vent to all her repressed emotions freely and with-
out restrictions. Something tangible might have been done in
helping her to become more proficient at the piano which would
have been a great source of satisfaction to her and would have
helped her develop 3 ome ego strength.
CASE E
First Hospitalization:
Thi3 show3 a single man who was first admitted to the
.Boston State Hospital at the age of forty- eight on June 5, 1941,
having been transferred there from the Boston Psychopathic
Hospital. The patient wa3 brought into the hospital because he
was threatening harm to others. He was overt alkative
,
ex-
plosive, and 3omewnat grandiose. He had a history of exce33ive
alcoholism and gave the impression of possessing limited in-
telligence. His diagnosis was manic-depressive psychosis,
manic type.
Background of Family and Patient:
Thi3 patient was the 3 on of foreign-born parents of Irish
descent. The family history was negative for mental diseases.
His early development wa3 normal. He had a grammar school ed-
ucation and was always a problem in school because he did not
have average intelligence and did not care very much for school.
His memory was good. He belonged to the Catholic faith, but
did not practice his religion. He ha3 had some arre3t3 for
drunkenness. He is single, but "lately he talk3 a lot about
women". There i3 a possibility of frequent masturbation, but
there was no practice of sex perversions known.
The patient waD employed as a longshoreman and worked
hard. He was "very clever at his work" and was never idle a
day until he started to drink heavily. He supported himself
and his mother for many years, but he had not worked for the
two months prior to his first admission to the hospital. He
used to be a trusted longshoreman and had the keys to some of
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the warehouses, but he"got fresh" after he 3tarted to drink
and the keys were taken from him and the men refused to employ
him. The patient always drank, but in these past two months,
he drank heavily. Hi3 si3ter wondered if he took drugs ao he
"would often start at you and got fresh", although he had
always been meek.
This man was described as being very good-natured and wa3
especially good to hi3 mother with whom he lived and whom he
supported. He gave hi 3 mother moot of the money he earned. He
was always interested in the races and baseball. In the two
months previous to his first admission, he had been doing
strange things. He removed lamps and clocks from the house and
put them in the cellar, 3aying that theywere too old. He had
two or three severe beatings and refused to- tell hi3 mother or
sister anything about them. He had another beating just pre-
vious to hi3 admission to the Boston Psychopathic Hospital. In
that instance his eye wa3 injured. A doctor and the police
were called and he was taken to the hospital. When the patient
was drinking very heavily, he insisted that hi3 mother go to
bed before her usual bed-time so that she would be out of his
way. His eye3 were wild and she wa3 afraid of him so that she
obeyed him. He moved furniture from room to room without
giving any reason for doing so. During the night, he did not
sleep, but roamed about the house, turning on lights and ex-
amining papers in bureau drawers. He purchased an air lock for
the front door because the people upstairs annoyed him slamming
doors. He talked of rewiring the house, because the wiring was
old. He also talked of moving his mother to a 3team-heated
apartment as he felt that the house was too hard for her to
take care of. He said he would always take care of her. He
had always been quiet, but in the last few months, he became
very talkative. He had been going around the house without any
clothes and took baths three times a day. He said his leg was
bruised and he thought the water would be good for it.
Discharge
:
While he was in the hospital, he wa3 quite suspicious of
other people but gradually became quiet and cooperative. He
wa3 oriented to place, person, and time, but showed increasing
signs of deterioration.
In September, 1942, he was released from the Boston State
Hospital on trial visit, condition improved. He went to work
as a dishwasher and earned $15.00 a week, including meal3. He
lived in a room and was not drinking. He was somewhat with-
drawn and jerky in his replies. In September, 1943, he was
discharged from the hospital at the end of a year’s trial visit
as improved.
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Event3 Leading up to Readmiaoion:
After he left the hospital, the patient lived with a lira.
0. for nine or ten months, hut he was 30 troublesome that 3he
finally had to put him out. (His mother had died while he had
been in the hospital.) He went to live with hi3 3ister, but
created too much of a disturbance for her and he left her and
got a room in the South End of Boston. Since that time, he
roomed in various places, staying about a week at a time in
each place. He did not get along in any of the places he
stayed. He was a nuisance, was drinking constantly and was
sober only occasionally. He did not seem to be rational. He
was continually causing a great deal of trouble from which his
sister had to extricate him. One night, he made a 3cene in
South Station. He had a great many sailors around him and was
amusing them.
He would work for a while, save hi3 money, then leave hi3
job and would not work again until his finances were depleted,
lie went to all hi3 relatives and told a great many fabrications
and made a general nuisance of himself. At one time, he ac-
cused his neighbor of taking his radio, so he felt that he
should confiscate some of their belongings. He damaged some of
their property and his sister had to pay for some of this.
Once, he told his 3i3ter he was not liked by anyone and that he
was going back to the hospital. However, he did not return to
the hospital. He was beaten up several times and had his nose
broken three or four times.
His sister claimed that he would nide hi3 money and hated
to spend any of it. He used to steal the Sunday paper. Every
time he saw a policeman, he would run as he thought they were
after him. Three days before he was returned to the hospital,
he had $100.00. When he wa3 admitted, he had no money whatso-
ever
.
Date of Readmi33ion:
On June 13, 1944, at the age of fifty-three, this patient
was readmitted to the Boston State Hospital. He had been out
of the hospital for a year and a half.
His sister does not think that the patient should be re-
leased from the hospital. She stated that he i3 not rational
when he is out of the hospital and he cannot take care of him-
self. She is employed and it is difficult for her to take care
of him. He is very annoying and her husband will not allow the
patient to live in his house. However, the sister has taken ac-
tion to become his legal guardian.
At first the patient was overtalkative
,
overact ive, and
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playful. He became more quiet and cooperative and is working
in the hospital bakery. He wa3 given a diagnosis of manic-de-
pressive psychosis, manic type. He is still in the hospital.
Hi 3 talk is normal in amount and speed and reveals no abnormal
content. He is rather apathetic concerning hi3 confinement to
the hospital.
This patient has led a rather disorganized life. On first
glance, it may seem that hi3 exce33ive indulgence in alcohol
wa3 the primary factor in hi3 development of a mental illne30.
However, on closer examination of nis life history, it can be
seen that thi3 is only a contributory factor. However, it is
important. Alcoholism itself is indicative of emotional dis-
turbance, and it was the mechanism chosen by this man to solve
hi3 inner conflicts. Until he wao forty-eight years old, thi3
man seemed to be adjusting to life fairly satisfactorily, ex-
cept for the fact that he drank, but hi3 liquor habit had not
yet reached extreme proportions. His psychosis seemed to ap-
pear suddenly, but actually it had been developing for years.
This man had a very close relationship with his mother - so
close that, until the time immediately preceding his admission
to the hospital, he never expressed any interest in the oppo-
site sex. He was probably retarded in hi3 psychosexual de-
velopment, as his practice of mast urbat ion would oeem to indi-
cate, and had never really emancipated himself from his mother.
Yet, unc on3ciou3ly
,
he had feelings of hostility towards her.
This man’s hostility aroused guilt feelings and to suppress
these, he said he would alwayo take care of his mother and ne
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wanted to do everything for her. Thi3 man wao at the period of
life when he reviewed the pa3t events of his life and realized
that, in the years to come, he could not do the things he had
aspired to do in his younger days. His removal of furniture
to the cellar because it wa3 "old" is symbolic of this and
shows the transfer of hi3 feelings.
It is interesting to note that on both admissions to the
hospital, this patient made a good adjustment to the insti-
tutional life of the hospital. However, during the interval
between hi3 release from the hospital and hi3 readmi33ion, he
wa3 unable to make a single satisfactory adjustment - to people
or a job situation. His dependence upon hi3 mother had been
so great and so deeply rooted that he was unable to function
adequately after her death and it wa3 necessary for him to be
hospitalized again for mental illness. He had lived a good
part of his life and most of the time had been able to manage
well enough to stay out of too much difficulty.
The social factors that contributed to his readmis3ion to
the hospital were alcoholism, job maladjustments, and his
relationship with his mother and dependence upon her. This
patient needed intensive supervision wniie he wao out of the
hospital. Perhaps i3 he could have established a relationship
with a male social worker, he would have had the benefit of a
strong, constructive identification; been able to work tnrough
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come of iii 3 feelingo towards his mother; and he might have de-
veloped more confidence in his own masculinity and his ability
to carry on as an independent individual. It io questionable
how this man might relate to a female 30 c ial worker in view of
hi3 relationship with hi3 mother.
CASE F
First Hospitalization:
This married woman was first admitted to the Boston State
Hospital on December 13, 1932, at the age of fifty-two because
3he had obsessive fears that she had cancer and that she wished
her daughter were dead. She was given a diagnosis of manic-de-
pressive psychosis, depressive type.
Background of Family and Patient:
This patient was born in Hew Brunswick in 1880. She went
to school until sne was twelve years old when she left because
sne did not want to continue any longer.
She went to Hew Hampshire and, at the age of twenty-two,
married a man named Russell. She had a daughter, but could not
get along with her husband and left him. She took her child to
New Brunswick and then came to Boston.
While working in a hotel as a maid, she started to go with
a Jewish bellboy. Tne patient had been raised as a Catholic,
but wa3 not very devout at that time. She was intimate with
this man and they had children. After the birth of their
second child, 3he married him. The children were raised in the
Jewish faith and the patient made no objections. She did not
go to the Catholic church, but remained at home. After a few
years, this man began to go with other women and abused ner.
she left him, but on the insistence of her father-in-law, she
returned to him. They then had three more children. The
patient has three sono and two daughters. Her husband was
variously employed a3 a bell-boy, taxi driver, etc. There was
never any more than just enough money for necessities. The
patient had difficult times managing on her husband’s earnings.
Often, tney did not have enough to eat and when the boys were
old enough, they supported the family. However, the patient
and her husband were fairly congenial until 1925 when there was
a legal separation. At that time, the patient became more
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interested in religious matters and this may have influenced
her feelings about living with a Jewish nusband. Her husband
contributed several dollars a week towards her support, but she
lived with her children in a separate establishment. In 1930,
the patient’s financial cares became much greater when her
oldest son left home to get married. She received aid from the
City, but it did not seem to be sufficient for her needs.
The patient has always been a solitary individual and did
not associate with people outside of ner husband and her
children. She wa3 somewhat sensitive about her poor clothes
and rather bare way of living. She has always been an am-
bitious and efficient person. She had looked forward to im-
proving her station in life, but tnere had not been any im-
provement in a material way. She worried moot of the time, but
managed to maintain a cneerful, outward appearance. She was
interested in her home and worked very hard to make it at-
tractive
.
Preceding her admi33ion to the hospital, the patient had
been worried because her youngest son stole some ten cent
jewelry and had been sentenced to the Lyman School. The oldest
son was on probation for stealing an automobile. She was un-
able to sit still and used to walk up and down. She did her
housework, but said she did not have any interest in it. She
realized one was not well and said her mind was confused. She
was slow to answer questions, brooded over troubles, and nad
crying spells.
Discharge
:
While she was in the hospital, her general benavior snowed
agitation and restlessness. She had two distressing thoughts
that she could not erase from her mind. Her stream of talk was,
normal. She felt that she would never be her normal self again,
In May, 1933, she was released from the hospital on trial
visit as improved. A year later, 3he was discharged.
Events Leading up t o Readmission:
Since her release from the hospital, the patient had been
living alone and working as a maid at R. ---- Hospital. She was
getting along very well until two months previous to her re-
admission when her daughter died. The death was a sudden one,
but at the time, the patient reacted well. After the funeral,
she stated that she was going back to work. Three weeks later,
she became very depressed and was unable to eat or sleep. Sne
began to worry about her other children and thought their
conversation wa3 foolish. She thought that everyone else was
unhappy and blamed herself. She moaned and wrung her hands and
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talked about taking her life, but made no attempts to do so.
She stated that she had been having bad dreams, but did not
reveal their content. She complained that she was unable to
eat as there was no room to hold the food. She also said that
she was una.ble to breathe and that she was slowly choking to
death. She talked more than was usual as, ordinarily, she was
quiet and liked to be left alone. She was very restless, and
walked up and down, mumbling to herself.
Date of Readmission:
Nine years after her release from the hospital, this
patient was readmitted to the Boston state Hospital on June 29,
1942, at the age of sixty-two. She was again diagnosed as a.
manic-depressive psychosis, depressive type. she is still in
the hospital and continues to be agitated and underproductive.
This woman experienced a variety of social stresses and
strains that influenced both her admissions to a. mental insti-
tution. She had had a great many worries over a period of
years. There was a religious conflict in a marriage that was
not very compatible or satisfactory. she was always threatened
by financial insecurity. Delinquency on the part of two of her
children, with subsequent court sentences, increased her
burdens. Through the years, she struggled a.s adequately and
capably as she could, to meet the situation and solve ner
problems to the best of her ability. Her first signs of esca-pe
from her harsh reality situation were manifested in psycho-
somatic symptoms in which she believed she had cancer. During
the interval she was out of the hospital, she made a seemingly
satisfactory adjustment. Herreturn was probably directly
precipitated by her daughter’s death a.nd her own delayed grief
reaction to the death. &he may have experienced some guilt
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feelings in connection with the death., as the daugnter v/ho died
was the same one about whom she had obsessively feared she
wished dead at tne time of her first admission to the hospital.
It is questionable how mucn social service could do for tnio
woman who has encountered such severe difficulties in her life
and managed to adjust until the situation rea.cned an impossible
stage, unless it is given in the form of supportive treatment
so that she will have enough of a stimulus to continue to main-
tain herself in tne community, instead of relinquishing herself
to the relatively undemanding routine of the hospital.
CASE G
First hospitalization:
'inis patient is a single woman of Italian descent who was
first admitted to the Boston State Hospital a.t tne age of
twenty-one in January, 1958. She had a history of overactivity
and erotic behavior in the two weeks prior to her admission,
she was sent from the court on a charge of disorderly conduct,
'ihe mental status examination showed her to be overactive,
overta.lkative
,
elated, erotic, without delusions or hallucina-
tions, intellect unchanged, but inferior. Her intelligence was
found to be inferior by a psychometric test, she was at the
Boston Psychopathic Hospital before being transferred to the
Boston State Hospital and while one wa3 there, her excitement
increased and she became increasingly erotic, she was given a
diagnosis of manic-depressive psychosis, manic type. Tne prog-
nosis for this attack was good, but it was thought possible
that she might have future attacks.
Background of Family and Patient:
The patient ’
3
farther is living and well and is regularly
employed as a tailor. He is foreign-born. Her mother was also
foreign-born and died at the age of thirty-six at the Boston
state hospital. The patient has lived with her step-mother for
the past eleven years. The step-mother is a real mother to the
children and maintains an excellent home. The patient has one
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brother wno is living ani well. ^he nas a 3i3ter, age thirty,
.'.ho i 3 paralyzeo. and wno nas been in the 3o3ton Jtate hospital
for some yearo. There was another sister wno a led.
A 3 far as is mown
,
tne patient* 3 early development was
normal. -'he is a Roman Catholic and attended a parochial
school, ohe finished the eighth rale when she was fifteen,
having repeated the fourth grade. She went to continuation
school until she was sixteen and finally left school because
3-ie did not receive good marls and went to work. She sewed
baby's zipper 3uit3 for $9.00 a week. She kept thi3 job only
a montn. 3ne wormed as a 3titcner in a sports- wear factory,
one also worked sewin Duckies on snoes. one was discn .rued
from both places because of poor work.
The patient has always been a jovial, fun-loving girl,
w.no seemed to be a happy child until school work became too
difficult for a. r. At that time, she began to resent that she
could not get along in school as well as other girls and that
ner step-mother tried to discipline her. -hen the patient was
fourteen, tne step-mother tried mo ive ner sex instruction,
out the patient -rely laughed at ner and stated "that she
knew more tian she step- o tier could tell ner." At seventeen,
s ie st rtel to 0 out with boys and be : an staying away from
home over night. ~>he was al ays talking about wanting her free-
dom and her desire to leave nose, she disliked her step-mother
and would tell her it was "none of ner business wnere she
went." Although she respected ner f tier, ne
,
too, was not able
to exert any control over ner. one nas been promiscuous with
men and has been arrested for tnat reason. 3he smoke 3 a great
deal and also drinks, but s..v nas never been drunk. In Sep-
tember, 1935 3.ne went to the Tuberculosis 3anitoriu.ii in Matta-
pan and remained there until 3eptemoer, 1936. On ner return
no...e, sne was very nervous, seems d to be stubborn aid had fre-
quent temper tantrums.
Irfcviou ci bO h r i nr st a^i. issnoi. to »ii6 •‘’O s t o. .. o t a t e Hos-
pital, the patient had nit been getting alon well with ner
family, ohe claimed her step-mother was cranky, irritable,
would not let her do anything around the house and did not give
ner enough to eat. her father was also strict. The parents did
not let ner ^0 out at all an . sie 3a id sne had never been out
with a boy previous to two weeks before her admission. She al-
ways .ent mo bed at 9 P.I-I. because ner parents knew tnat sne
had to go to oea at t.iat hour at the 3anitonum. Two weeks ago,
3 ne finally got tired of this ana ran away from home. She sup-
ported nerself .uring triese two weeks b allowing ..erself to
by picked up by various young men. They took ner to shows ana
dinner ana allowed ner to sleep in tneir rooms. Some of the men
gave her money
,
most of them nad sexua. Intercourse with ner.
..
She had never had intercourse before and stated that one knew
little about sex matters, except what one had been told by
some married woman of her acquaintance. She enjoyed the inter-
course moot of the time, especially with the boys who had been
good to her. one was finally taken from a restaurant by a
policeman to the police station the night before she entered
the hospital. She told the policeman her s tori'- and he got in
touch with her doctor and her father, but she refused to have
anything to do with them and would not go home. Consequently,
the police doctor wa.s called and he recommended that she go to
the boston Psyohopathic Hospital from where she was transferred
to the boston state Hospital.
Discharge
:
During /lospi talizat ion
,
this patient thought she was preg-
nant, but she 1 as not. bine was a disorderly appearing, hypo-
manic girl who was a. constant source of disturbance on the
ward because of her lying and stealing, she can be very agree-
able and most of her behavior was motivated only by impulsive-
ness and thoughtlessness. °he showed typically manic behavior.
she was discharged in September, 1935 in the care of a
social worker who took her to the Rutland Corner House, a
temporary home for women, ber condition was recovered.
Events Leading up to Re admission:
The evening previous to her readmission to. the boston
state Hospital, the patient had walked into a police station
about 10:45 P.M. asking for lodging as she could not find an
imaginary home. She bragged of promiscuity, she was excited,
voluble and nervous, she had no place to go and was dangerous
to herself because of the ruffians one associated with.
On her release from the boston State Hospital, the patient
refused to go home and her fat.ier was so exasperated with her
that he did not urge her to do so and she lived away from home.
Her family heard rumors that she was in bad company and finally
she was arrested for misconduct and sentenced to the Pramingham
Reformatory for ^onen. She was released from tnere on December
7, 1940 and went to live with her parents, but she seemed to be
very nervous and stubborn, when she was remonstrated, she
would say, "I know it is wrong, but the devil tempts me . "She
was very jovial, to the point of being boisterous. She was very
active and could not stay still a minute and wanted to be going
someplace all the time. When her step-mother scolded her, she
would have a tenper tantrum. On January 17, 1941, her father
asked her to stop drinking so much coffee. o_ie had a severe
argument with him over this and finally ran out of the house
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and did not return. She was not heard of until one was read-
mitted to tne hospital a few weeks later.
Date of Readmission:
The patient was readmitted to tue Hospital on January
1941. She was single, twenty-four years old and had been em-
ployed as a housemaid.
During her second period of hospitalization, the patient
was overactive, over talkative and most a.nxious to relate her
affairs wit n men. s>he was irritable and quarrelsome on the
ward. The diagnosis was again manic-depressive psychosis, manic
type. A he prognosis was tnat the attack was likely to prove
episodic and it wa3 questionable how long it would last - pos-
sibly t-ree to six months.
The patient was released to her step-mother on trial visit
on November 19, 1941. T7hile she was home on visit, sue lived
with her parents, one earned her room and board by helping her
step-mother with the housework while awaiting a job which was
to consist of pulling out bastings, her father cnose this job
for her so that he could continue the watchful supervision that
had been given her at home. The patient was well and happy and
had not expressed or shown any desire to resort to her former
behavior, ahe had not frequented beer parlors or sought tue
company of men. She never left the house unless accompanied by
one of her parents, she ^Tent to mass every bund ay and visiting
on week days, her memory seemed to be impaired since her stay
in the hospital. Her mother was giving her lessons in the
domestic arts which had to be frequently repeated due to the
fs.ct that the patient could not remember them momentarily,
however, the mother encouraged her by constantly reminding her
that the regard of good behavior and ability to do housework
was a good husband.
The patient was returned to the hospital in February,
1942. •-'he is still in the hospital. °he is cheerful, untidy
and smokes continually. whe is always in a. good mood and is
very talkative and unbalanced.
There is a strong, hereditary factor present in the mani-
festation of this patient’s mental illness as her mother and a
sister were in mental hospitals. Nevertheless, there have been
social factors which have also contributed to her illness. The
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patient presents tne proble:.: of an illiterate and feebleminded
girl. She has been known to many social agencies, but tnere
has been noted no consistent satisfactory adjustment. There is
some conflict between tne old fashioned culture of her parents
and her own youthful desires and tnere is probably a psycho-
logical basis for her present attitude inasmuch as she has
been kept down at home much more than is usual for a girl of
her age. Her hostility towards her step-mother is anotner
source of difficulty in tne family r elationsnips in the home.
A contributory factor to her delinquency is her low mental
endowment as she has an I.Q,. of forty- two (42).
-during the interval between this patient’s first admission
and readmission to the hospital, she reverted to her cn.ara.cter-
istic behavior patterns of running away from home, sexual pro-
miscuity and becoming so involved in difficulties that sne was
sentenced to a penal institution for misconduct. Sne has def-
inite personality problems, complicated by her limited intel-
ligence. she is incapable of taking care of her needs and needs
strong guidance. Thus far
,
social service agencies nave not
been successful in their relationships with this girl and there
is no doubt, but that this girl would be difficult to work with
Perhaps, if she could identify herself with a strong person,
who was at the same time sympathetic and accepting, some head-
way might be made and her energies might be directed towards
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more socially acceptable channels. A psychiatric social, worker
may have been able to help tne patient and her family work out
a solution to the problem in the home, so that the relationship
would be more satisfactory to all of them. A psychiatric social
worker could give the patient the adequate supervision she re-
quires because of her mental paucity and her sexual promiscuity
CASE H
First Hospitalization:
This is a. single young woman who was first admitted to the
boston ° t ate hospital at the age of sixteen in November, 1934.
When she was admitted to tne hospital, she was overtalkat ive
and showed a flight of ideas. °he was dis tractlble
,
her speech
was vulgar, profane, and abusive and its content revealed the
abuse she herself received at home from her mother. She appear-
ed to be in a delirious state with overactive hallucinations of
hearing and also some somatic hallucinations. She was rather
irritable, peevish and apprehensive with delusions of a, per-
secutory nature, she had only partial insight into her condi-
tion. her diagnosis was manic-depressive psychosis
,
manic type.
Background of Family and Patient:
The patient’s family history has not been entirely nega-
tive for nervous or mental disorders. Her maternal grandfather
and maternal uncle drank heavily and her mother was also a
heavy drinker. The patient’s father was a lumber salesman, she
has a sister who is five years her junior.
The patient was a normal baby, but had one attack of con-
vulsions when sne was three years old. °he attended a great
many schools as the family moved often. *=>he was not very bright
in school and had to repeat the first grade because "she could
not keep her mind on her work . " she was kept out of school on
the advice of tne teacher. During her junior high school years,
the patient had a great deal of trouble with mathematics and
one or two other subjects. Sne complained to her father tnat
she "just couldn’t get it. " She left school in the second year
of hign school.
The patient is a Catholic, and a,1 though sne attends church
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regularly, she is "weak in her faith."
She has "been employed, as a waitress and factory worker
,
but ha.s never kept a job for more than one month. She seems to
get bored with the work and invariably quarrels with her em-
ployers .
The patient smokes, but is not intemperate in the use of
alcohol or drugs, she w as never given any formal sex instruc-
tion and obtained most of her information from her girl friends
When she was seventeen, she began to go with one boy in par-
ticular. In general, however, she has not snown a great deal
of interest in boys and is quite shy in their presence.
The pa.tient ha.3 always been a serious -minded girl end
never had much opportunity to present a cheerful, lively, ac-
tive appearance. She was constantly upset and crying because
of the arguments s he had with her mother. The mother made com-
parisons between her slow progress in school and the rapid
progress of her sister in school. The patient is described as
a quiet, 3hy and meek person wuo has always been nervous and
high-strung.
The precipitating cause of tne patient’ s first admission
to the hospital was attributed to aggravation and nervousness
caused by her mother’ 3 constant drinking. The mother had been
dr inning since the patient was six years old. At tne time of
this first admission, tne mother was taking very little care
of the children, spending most ofrher days and evenings in the
company of men friends while the father was working. The pa-
tient was brought up in a very poor environment. *'or several
years preceding the first admission, the patient had been doing
the housework and cooking the meals, because when the children
got home from scxiool they invariably found their mother un-
dressed, lying on tne bed in an alcoholic stupor. Frequently,
the mother flew into a rage about nothing at all and not only
shouted at the children, but struck them, particularly the
pa.tient, with anything within her rea.ch. On several occasions,
in order to remove tne pa.tient from this constant turmoil, an
uncle took her away with his family for tne summer. She always
returned to school at tne end of the summer looking extremely
well and happy.
Three weeks before her admission to this hospital, there
was a great deal of commotion in the home and there were daily
rows a.t the dinner table when the mother threatened to throw
a knife at the patient. There were arguments all day long. Her
mother tormented her about school and called her "vile, filthy
names." The patient became very upset and cried steadily all
night
. Sne would wake up screaming.
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Discharge:
Her mental condition continued to be about the same until
May, 1935 when one quieted down, became neat in her personal
appearance and did some sewing and some work on the ward. In
June, 1935, she was released from the hospital on trial visit,
she was to spend the summer a.t the beach at her uncle’s cottage.
A year later, she was discharged from visit as recovered.
Events heading up to First Readmiscion:
since her release from the hospital, she lived at home
a.nd worked at odd jobs as errand girl or occasionally selling
for department stores, she constantly complained because ahe
could not get a 3tea.dy job. She had a "steady beau" with whom
she went skating and coasting and to occasional card parties.
‘l'he mother was still a disturbing influence on the patient be-
cause of her alcoholism. Also living in the home during this
period was the father ’
3
sister. This woman had recently ac-
quired some money wnich she was spending on liquor. Her fund3
were diminishing rapidly and the father naively believed that
when they were gone, there would be no more drinking in the
home. Because of this drunkenness at home, tne patient did not
dare entertain her boyfriend a.t home often, as it was a source
of embarrassment to her. The patient’s younger sister was ap-
parently undismayed at the home situation. She placidly carried
on, attended school, and became absorbed in books. She was
quite capable of defending herself against the mother.
About a month prior to trie patient’s readmission, the
family noticed a change in her. She began singing around the
house and would not sit down or relax at a.ll. She blamed her
father for allowing her mother to drink. She became very ner-
vous and disturbed to the extent that she had to be returned
to the hospital.
Date of First Readmission:
After being out of the hospital for almost three years,
this patient was readmitted to tne Boston State Hospital in
March, 1936 at the age of nineteen. She was emotionally un-
stable, crying, and then grinning in a silly manner. Her con-
versation was flighty and irrelevant. During her hospitaliza-
tion, she was overactive, overproductive and dis tr actible . She
said she wished she were a boy, wished that she had never been
born and that she were dead. At times, she was assaultive and
shd soiled herself, bhe gradually quieted and became quite well
behaved. Bhe denied that she had been mentally ill, although
she recognized the hospital as being a mental institution.
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On October 19, 1938, ohe was examined and it was felt
that ohe had recovered from her poychooio and ohould he diag-
nosed ao a mani c-depreooi ve poychooio, manic type, recovered.
a few day3 later ohe was discharged from the hospital in the
custody of her father.
Evento leading up to Second Readmio3 ion:
During the three yearo ohe had been out of the hoopital,
ohe had been living at home with her father and oioter. Her
mother died in 1940 and at the time of her death, the patient
did not oeem unduly mournful, but recently 3he talked a great
deal about her illness and reproached the other members of the
family for their lack of remorse. The family wao in rather
poor c ircumo tanceo and the patient often railed against her
father for not making more money. She felt ohe wao not getting
what wa3 due her in life and believed that her schooling had
been neglected. Her father claimed that these plans never
materialized, more because of the patient 1 3 inclinat iono
,
than
hio inability to pay. The patient had obtained a job ao a
waitress shortly after leaving the hospital, but left it after
a few weeks. She had several otner job3, but did not remain at
any of them for more than a montn. She helped at home with the
housework, but accompl
i
3ned little, she exhibited a great deal
of jealousy of her sister’s boyfriends. The patient had had
several dates, but did not keep her beaus very long, she re-
sented any attempts on their part to effect physical contact
and resisted ouch attempts violently. Her father thought that
the idea of marriage bothered her, as from time to time, ohe
asked him, "Why don’t I get married? ’’That am I hanging around
here for?" She spent moot of her time around the home and had
few friends or social contacts. She did not belong to any clubs,
did not participate in any sports and had no hobbies. She kept
to herself moot of the time and wao rather ill at ease when in
the presence of other persons. She took little interest in
clothes or her personal appearance. She wao very restless,
usually irritable and bored, she lacked the necessary concen-
tration to read an entire magazine article and her father be-
lieved that ohe never read a complete book.
Three months before this second adruiooion, the patient
seemed to be more agitated than usual. She complained of ex-
treme fatigue and insomnia. She wao preoccupied with her per-
sonal appearance and often complained to her father that her
nose was getting big or that there wao something wrong with
her hands or her hair. a 3hort time after this, ohe loot her
job ao a waitress following a quarrel with her employer. She
seemed to forget her appearance at this time and became very
restless and irritable. She quarreled with her boyfriend and
her younger sister. On one occasion, ohe used foul language
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towards her "boyfriend "because she thought he was receiving
telephone calls from another girl. She accused her sister of
trying to attract the "boy and her father stated that he "be-
lieved that the "boy v/as actually more interested in the sister.
The patient "began to take long walks at three or four in the
morning without the family's knowledge. She talked about her
mother’s death and expressed ideas that she was not given a
decent burial. She talked to herself constantly. Sometimes
her lips moved without forming sounds and, at other times, she
would sit awake and silent with her eyes closed. She went to
bed for two days without giving any explanation for it. This
attack has been different than the previous attacks in that the
patient has been much quieter and has not at any time shown
violent excitement.
Date of Second Readmissicn:
When she was twenty- three years old, the patient was ad-
mitted to the Boston State Hospital for the third time in
September, 1941. She was again given a diagnosis of manic-de-
pressive psychosis, manic type. While she was in the hospital,
she behaved in her usual manner and gradually improved until
she was allowed to leave the hospital on trial visit in the
care of her father in February, 1942. She reported to the
Out-Patient Department regularly and stated that she thought
worrying over her position and family affairs caused her attack
of mental illness. She felt that when she would be able to
resume her associations with other people, as 3he was leading
a seclusive life socially, having little or no contact with
other people outside of her work, she would feel much better.
She was discharged as improved in February, 1943.
Events Leading up to Third Readmission:
she had been living in a rooming house with her sister,
she had been doing factory work, but had to give up her work
because of her health, and for this same reason went to live
with her grandmother, she was not eating, lost a great deal
of weight and would go out of the house without telling anyone
where she was going or what she was going to do. She was very
irritable and difficult to get along with. She was apprehended
by the police, sitting in a beach wagon. When questioned about
tni s , she stated that she was tired and so she sat down in the
car to rest. She was taken to the police station and subse-
quently to the hospital.
uate of Third Readmission:
In September, 1943, at the age of twenty-five, a. year and
a naif after her release from the hospital, thi 3 patient was
returned for the fourth time. During her hospitalization, she
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was very shy and quiet. She wa.s unkempt in her dress and ap-
pearance. she always giggled and acted and talked foolishly.
T#hen she heard music, she became excited.
In July, 1944, 3he was released on trial visit in the care
of her grandmother a3 her condition was improved, she was re-
turned from visit the following day. This patient is still in
the hospital and seems to be deteriorated. She presents the
same appearance and manifests the same silly behavior, she
reta.ins the same diagnosis she was given on her previous ad-
mission.
It is evident from this girl’s history that there were a
variety of social factors that contributed to each of her at-
tacks of mental illness. Her first admission v/as precipitated
by the facts that she was working too hard at home, was trying
to carry on her studies in high school, and had to cope with
an alcoholic mother who rejected her. she had acute feelings
of inferiority in relation to her younger sister who was so
much more successful than she in school. Upon her recovery
from her psychotic episode, the patient returned to the same
poor environment which had already produced so many difficulties
for her. She managed to adjust reasonably well for three years
when she had another psychotic attack which necessitated her
return to the hospital. During the period between her second
and third admissions to the hospital, this girl did not melee a
very satisfactory adjustment, she was unable to maintain a job
for more than a month and she bickered with her employers. She
also had difficulty in relating to people socially, her re-
lationships with the opposite sex would seem to indicate sexual
maladaption. Her expressed desire to be a boy may have some
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significance here or it may he interpreted, differently and may
he connected with her feelings towards her mother, .perhaps if
she had been a hoy, her mother might have loved her. There is
also the pocsihility of hereditary tainting and this v/ould seem
to he emphasized hy her repeated outbursts of manic psychosis.
However, in every instance that this girl had to he returned to
the hospital, it can he 3een that the poor social conditions
under which she lived aggravated rather than ameliorated her
disorder. If social service assistance could have been given
in the form of planning to place this girl in a different en-
vironment wherein 3he could have had the opportunity to live
with healthy, normal, loving, sympathetic people, instead of
having to return to the same distressing and disturbing situ-
ation, 3he might have developed into an individual more capable
of relating herself to others, both socially and in employment.
CASE I
First Hospitalization:
This is a married man who was first admitted to the Boston
state Hospital at the age of forty-three on October 24
,
1922 .
He was a talkative, elated, egotistical individual who was
somewhat circumstantial and inclined to wander in his speech.
He boasted of hi3 accomplishments. He had no hallucinat ions of
sight or hearing. He admitted having had delirium tremens and
previous residence at a mental hospital. He had rather poorly
formed delusions with regard to unjust treatment by his em-
ployer. He was suspicious that hi3 employer moved him from one
position to another with ulterior motives. He believed that he
was discharged and that he might be rehired without a raise in
salary. He al30 admitted an extensive U3e of alcohol over a
period of many years. His memory wa3 good for remote a3 well
a3 recent events in a general way. He showed very little
insight into hi3 condition and poor judgement. His diagnosis
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waa manic-depressive psychosis, manic type.
Background of Family and Patient:
This man was born on Prince Edward Island and i3 a natu-
ralized citizen. He had five brothers and three 3iotero. One
3 ister suffered from tuberculosis. Otherwise, the family histo
ry was negative a3 far as mental or nervous diseases were con-
cerned. When he was fourteen or fifteen years old, he had
"brainstorms” resulting from an attack of the mea3le3. The
patient graduated from high school and then attended the
Franklin Institute night school.
He was married twice and both his wives died. He had no
children by either marriage, although he loved children.
He was a shipbuilder and worked in a ship yard for a few
year 3 . He did carpenter work "around", but although his work
was good, he wa3 absent quite often and therefore he could not
hold a job. He drank and 3moked quite a bit.
Not very much is known about his friends. In 1936, he wa3
active with the Socialist Party, and, in 1944, he wa3 a member
of a secret party of which he was the leader. He read3 the
newspaper and is always excited by elections. At election time
he always "goes off". The patient ha3 been in brawl3 all his
life. Just prior to his recent admission to the hospital, he
would ramble and talk about his fights and demonstrate the
whole thing.
Discharge
:
At first, he was very elated and assaultive while he was
in the hospital. He gradually improved and wa3 released on
trial visit in the care of hi3 wife in December, 1922. He was
discharged as recovered in December, 1923.
Events Leading up to Readmi33 ion
:
After he left the hospital in 1922, he remained at home
for about two weeks, seeming to be perfectly all right during
this period. He showed a little nervousness in that he lost
his temper over little things, but he did not become violent.
He worked at various construction jobs until March, 1924, when
he started to work for himself, building houses and garages.
He 3eemed all right until April, 1925. He had a first class
license for the control of building operations and was able to
obtain permits for persons desirous of erecting homes or ga-
rages. However, he had the idea that people were trying to
keep him from getting more work. This precipitated a psychotic
episode which necessitated hi3 readmi3sion to the hospital.
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Date of Readmi33ion:
On June 23, 1925, at the age of forty-six, thi3 man was
readmitted to the Boston State Hospital. He appeared to he a
well-conducted, rather 3elf-confident
,
circumstantial adult
whose abnormal mental content consisted chiefly of some paranoic,
ideas against his fellow workmen and this was mixed with the
over-use of alcohol. He wa3 somewhat unstable emotionally.
His memory was fair, except for the events just preceding his
arrest and readmission to the hospital. Hi3 insight into his
difficulties was very limited.
During his hospitalization, he was cocky, and very self-
confident. He was given a diagnosis of manic-depressive psy-
chosis, manic type. He was allowed to leave the hospital a-
gainst the advice of the doctor on trial visit on September 1,
1925. On September 1, 1926, he was discharged at the expi-
ration of one year’s visit, condition recovered. He had re-
ported to the Out-Patient Department frequently and had ap-
peared to be in a normal mental condition. He stated that he
was working with his former employer and that he wa3 not
drinking.
Events Leading up to Second Readmis3ion:
The patient had appeared in court on a charge of assault
and battery. His talk wa3 rambling and irrelevant moot of the
time. He talked about gango watching him and trying to break
his rib over again. He admitted he had a quarrel with a man
he did not know, but whom he thought was talking about him. He
said he used to indulge in liquor, but abstained now. Later,
he admitted that he had had a few beers.
Date of Second Readmi33ion:
On October 12, 1944, at the age of 3ixty-five years, this
man was again readmitted to the Boston State Hospital, having
been sent there from the court.
This patient is still in the hospital, carrying a diag-
nosis of manic-depressive p3ych03i3, manic type. At the present
time, he is quite composed, although he talks freely, but
rationally, and he keeps to the point. Hi3 speech is relevant
and coherent. He takes 3ome pride in his past pugilistic a-
chievements, but now definitely feel3 that his professional
career and ambitions as a fighter are at an end as is his need
to drink, because he realizes that the cause of the habit was
lones omenes3
,
associated with and following the death of his
wife. He denies any unusual beliefs or imaginary sense per-
ceptions at this time. He i3 oriented a3 to time, place, and
person and has good preservation of his intellectual facilities.
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He Has "been recommended, for discharge from the hospital.
This is a nervous, domineering, disagreeable man. That he
is emotionally unstable i3 shown by his long history of alco-
holism and his inability to relate to people socially or in his
work. He is a generally maladjusted individual. Although he
i3 reputed to do good work, he ha3 30 little real self-confi-
dence that he tries to o ver-compen3ate for his feelings of
inferiority by casting suspicions on others and insinuating
that they try to keep him from obtaining all the work that is
due him. He also ha3 feelings of insecurity about his mascu-
linity which are probably based, in part anyway, on the fact
that, although he was married twice, neither marriage produced
any children. Thus he over-compensat es by continually getting
into fights and by bragging about his prowess a3 a fighter.
All these social factors contributed to the conflicts within
him and his only means of expression were psychotic episodes
which required his readmis3ion to a mental institution. He
recovered fairly well after each episode and was able to remain
out of the hospital after the last attack for eighteen years
until his present readmis3i on. Thi3 patient has demonstrated
hi3 capacity to adjust himself outside of an institution to a
certain extent, as his main difficulties lie within his person-
ality and he has developed pretty good defense mechanisms for
concealing them. He is getting along in years now and i 3 very
lonely, social service could be given in the form of a person
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who would "be friendly, interested, and willing to 3pend 3ome
time with thi3 patient, talking to him and, at tne same time,
guiding him into expre33ing himself in more socially acceptable
way 3 .
CASE J
First Hospitalization:
This is the csise of a married, Jewish woman who was first
admitted to the Boston State Hospital at the age of forty in
June, 1942, from the Boston Psychopathic Hospital. She had
been brought to the latter hospital by the police because she
had been inviting strange men to go to her home. In the middle
of the day, 3he would stand on the street corners or go from
one store to the other insisting they accompany her to her
house. The Sunday previous to her commitment to the hospital,
she called men into her home and informed police officers that
her husband forced her to do this. She wa3 given a diagnosis
of manic-depressive psychosis, manic type.
Background of Family and Patient:
This patient was born in Russia and migrated to this
country in 1920 or 1921. Sne is not a citizen. Her family
history is negative for mental or nervous diseases or dis-
orders. Her early development is unknown. She never attended
school, but 3he can read and write Yiddish and English. She is
a Hebrew, but doe3 not believe in the teachings of Judaism.
When she was twenty pears old, 3he married a man of Lithu-
anian nativity who was one year her senior. She had six child-
ren: Arthur, lives at home and i3 considered a bright boy:
Peter, does not live at home as he is "a tramp and makes a lot
of trouble at home." He was sentenced to the Lyman School in
1942. David lives at home and at one time was in the Canton
State School for Crippled Children. Richard has a speech im-
pediment and has been in the Fernald School for Mental De-
fectives in Waverly for eight years. There are two younger
girls who live at home with the parents. In 1942, the younger
children were in the care of the state, but were allowed home
on short visits.
The family has been in contact with the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children since 1935 because of quar-
relling and the complaints of neighbors that the children were
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neglected. In 1937, the neighbors had complained that the
patient wao soliciting men on the street; that her husband
brought the men to the house; that he got a taxi driver to
take the patient out at night to solicit these men and that
all three shared in her earnings. At first, both the patient
and her husband denied that there was any immorality, but the
patient finally admitted that her husband brought men to their
rooms; that they played card3 and that there were 3exual re-
lations. There have been short periods when the home wa3
cleaned up temporarily, but these have never lasted long. The
patient and her husband quarrel and make accusations against
each other. The family i3 also known to other social agencies
in the community.
Prior to her marriage, the patient worked in private in-
dustry and has not worked since 3he married. She totally ab-
stains from alcohol and 3mokes moderately. She has worried a
great deal over her poor economic situation engendered by her
husband ’
3
misfortune in not being able to obtain steady em-
ployment. However, her husband stated that she never had the
"blues". Although she is sociable and talkative and easy to
get along with, she never sought the company of anyone outside
of her immediate family group. She did not associate with her
relatives as she felt that they considered her an inferior
person because of her economic status. She is not suspicious.
The patient has had previous attacks of mental illness.
In 1937, she was at the Boston Psychopathic Hospital. Prom
there, she went to the Medfield State Hospital where she re-
mained for seven months. In October of the same year, 3he was
committed to the Sherborn Reformatory for Women for misconduct,
she wao paroled in December, 1938, and wa3 released in October,
1939. She returned to her husband and reported that their
relations were congenial.
This patient has been in and out of court for some years,
sometimes a3 a defendent and other times a3 a complainant,
sometimes, 3he is a daily visitor to the court. She complains
of the neighbors, her husband, or her landlord. At these
times, 3he is very talkative, na.a a decided pu3h of speech and
is most unreasonable.
Discharge
:
In the wards, the patient wa3 overtalkat ive, excitable,
clean, relevant, and coherent. She wa3 released on trial visit
in August, 1942, and wao discharged from visit a year later.
Events Leading up to Readmisoion:
After her release from the hospital, in 1942, the patient
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returned to her husband and children and kept house for them.
There was a great deal of friction between the patient and her
husband and in January, 1943, she was seen in the accident ward
of the Boston City Hospital after her husband had treated her
brutally. In the early part of February, 1946, she left the
home and remained away from home until 3he was found by the
police who brought her into court as her husband had taken out
a warrant for her retention. When 3he appeared in court, 3he
was overtalka ti ve
,
interrupted the judge several times, ap-
pealling to him on the basis that they were both of the same
faith and therefore, it was his duty to help her. She demon-
strated with a great deal of feeling how 3he would choke her
husband if she M got her hand3 on him.” She accused a police
sergeant who was in the courtroom of being the father of her
youngest child, and in general, created a disturbance in the
courtroom. The Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Children has been requested to investigate the children’s care.
If evidence of neglect is found of the children while they are
in the care of the husband, he will no doubt be brought into
court and will probably be recommended for observation at the
Boston Psychopathic Hospital, as the court does not have a good
opinion of tnis man.
Date of Readmission:
The patient was readmitted to the Boston State Hospital,
on a transfer from the Boston Psychopathic Hospital, in Febru-
ary, 1946, at the age of forty-four. She was brought in on the
order of the court on a charge of desertion of her husband and
children. She wa3 talking continuously in a rambling and
flighty manner and much of her conversation wa3 incoherent and
irrelevant. She accused her husband of having intercourse with
a thirteen year old daughter and said they both admitted it.
She talked of persecution by many people.
Thi3 patient is still in the hospital and blames all her
troubles on her husband. Her diagnosis i 3 manic-depressive
psychosis, depressed, mild form.
Here is a picture of a woman who ha3 had a poor marital
and envir onrnent al history. Complicating factors are the be-
havior patterns 3he ha3 manifested with ouch consistency. How
much of the responsibility lieo with her husband and his influ-
ence and demands on her ha3 not yet been determined. That he
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has contributed to her malaise is evidenced by his cruel and
abusive treatment of her, in spite of the fact that he pro-
fesses to be a very devoted and generous husband. In addition,
this woman ha3 exhibited some personal failings. She neglected
her children to the extent that an outside, authoritative agen-
cy had to step in and take control of the children. Her im-
moral behavior would 3eem to indicate that 3he has not only a
weak ego, but a poorly developed super-ego. Her husband’s
domination in these matters would seem to emphasize this.
When this patient left the hospital in 1942, she returned
to the game, poor, unhealthy, unhappy environment to which she
had not been able to adjust satisfactorily previous to her
commitment. The friction between her husband and herself was
not lessened, but continued. Thus a variety of negative social
factors have contributed to her readmi3sion: an unhappy marital
situation; immoral behavior; economic severity; and her own
ineptitude for coping with the entire situation. Psychiatric
social service assistance might have been given to her in help-
ing her straighten out her marital difficulties and helping her
become a more competent mother and a better adjusted individual
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS
In answer to the questions posed in the introduction, the
following conclusions have "been derived from the ten cases
studied, suffice it to say that there i3 a great deal more to
he learned to establish absolute, conclusive evidence about
factors involved in any mental illness, but the information
obtained from this study of ten cases of readmitted manic-de-
pressive patients has been substantiated by findings of similar
studies conducted on much larger scales by psychiatrists.
a. The first question posed was to what extent in the
cases studied here do social factors play such an effective
role in the maladjustment of an individual that they contri-
buted to his need of rehospitalization in a mental institution?
The material in the preceding eases has indicated a vari-
ety of social factors that directly and indirectly contributed
to two or more attacks of mental illness which were so severe
that it wao necessary for tne individual to be readmitted to a
mental institution for hospitalization and treatment.
b. The second question was what are these social factors?
..
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Tiie social faators conducive to a second attack of mental
illness are:- environmental stresses and strains; unsatisfac-
tory family relationships; marital diocord and disharmony;
school a.nd occupational maladjustments; alcoholism; amoral and
asocial tendencies; mental deficiency; inability to relate to
people adequately; and emotional conflicts and problems within
the individual’s own personality.
c. The third question was are there any social factors
that are more prominent in influencing a recurrence of mental
illness than any otners?
The same social factors were not prevalent in each case.
This was anticipated and is to be expected as eacn situation
was different and was colored by the personality of tne indi-
vidual involved and his manifestation of mental illness. Many
of the social factors that were effective in inducing the first
attack of mental illness were also prominent in influencing
the recurrence of tne illness. Emotional stress was tne most
prominent social factor in tne ten cases studied, second to
this was the patient’s return to the same distressing situation
which had contributed to tne initial disturbance. These circum-
stances might include any of the other social factors mentioned
above. Going down the 3cale in line of importance, unsatisfac-
tory family relationships; job maladjustments; economic stress
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and insecurity; difficult marital situations; amoral and asocia
behavior; poor environments ; and mental deficiency were nega-
tive social factors among the causes fcr the patients’ read-
missions to the hospital.
1
d. The fourth question was to what extent can social
service, in any way, be instrumental in reducing the destruc-
tive effect of such factors and helping these patients become
better adjusted individuals?
Inasmuch as social service, in all its branches, has be-
come an effective and recognized organ for helping people
solve their difficulties, so too can it function usefully and
constructively in assisting those afflicted by mental illness,
social service has demonstrated its ability and adequacy in
aiding individuals who have not had mental breakdowns become
better adjusted. Its skills and techniques have also been ac-
cepted by psychiatrists as methods of helping the mentally ill
make more satisfactory adjustments upon their release from the
hospital. In any of its endeavours, it is not expected that
social service will always be successful or even potent, since
the individual concerned is of prime importance in shaping the
relationship and its outcome. However, it has proved its effi-
cacy in every field, including tne field of psychiatric social
case work.
.-
i R
In regard, to working with the mentally ill who have been
given a diagnosis of manic -depress ive psychosis, psychiatric
social service may assist tne patient with those matters that
contribute to nis difficulties and are apt to lead to a recur-
rence of the illness. A close examination and analysis of the
material in tne case record and a discussion of the case with
the attending psychiatrist will enable the psycniatric social
worker to know vnere to place her focus. If certain social
pressures are relieved, these patients may react more favorably
to tne circumstances in which they find themselves. With tne
more widespread use of psychiatric social service in tne future
it should be possible to see some progress made in lengthening
the period of time tries e patients remain out of tne hospital.
Psychiatric social service can give adequate supervision to
txies e patients with their knowledge of tne patient’s history,
provided there are enough trained psychiatric social service
workers available. At the same time, case work can be done with
the relatives, if necessary, in enlisting their aid to assist
tne patient in remaining healtny and making a more adequate
adjustment. That social service can play an effective, construc-
tive role in tne recovery of manic-depressive patients should
be demonstrated botn to professional individuals and lay people,
as its skills can be used effectually in tne effort to reduce
the number of manic-depressive patients readmitted to mental
institutions by controlling, a,s mucn as possible, the social
f c-,c cors ohat influence tne readmissions of these patients.
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APPENDIX
schedule
1. ASe
2 . 3ex
3. Civil ^tatus
4. Religion
3. -^atea of first, second, third or fourth, admissions to the
Boston State Hospital
6. Social Factors
a. Environment - in what ways did it influence the patie&t
and ho * did ne adjust to it?
b. Family - interfamilial relationships, background, hered-
ity - were the relationships with the parents and sib-
lings satisfactory or unsatisfactory?
c. If the patient is married, was there marital friction?
d. Educational histoi\ - what were the school adjustments
of the patient?
e. Occupational history ana adjustments
f. fiere there problems within the patient's own personality i
that were causing him difficulty in relating to people
and his surroundings?
g. were trier e amoral or asocial trends manifested?
h. Alcoholism - was the patient temperate or intemperate?
i. Did tne patient nave a court record?
j. was t.iere any factor t :at was outstanding in contributing
to tne patient's difficulty?
k. How did any of tn so factors contribute to the patient's
readmission to t.e hospital?
7. The Patient's Readmiss ion or Readmissions to tne Hospital
a. Under what circumstances wa, tne patient first admitted
to the lospital?
b. What was tne medical diagnosis?
c. How long diu ne remain in the hospital?
d. How aid he adjust to tne hospital and now did ne react
to treatment?
e. Under what conditions aid tne patient leave tne hospital
ann to whom *as ne released?
f. what did the patient do in tie interval between his dis-
. V
charge from the hospital and his readmi 33 ion?
g. How lon_ a period of time was this interval?
h. with whom did. the patient live?
i. Was he employed or unemployed?
j. How much of a readjustment was he able to make
of t.ie hospital?
k. What precipitated the patient's reaimission to
hos pital?
outside
the
The criteria used, in determining satisfactory family rela-
tionships were based on Marjorie Boggs' article, "Family Social
Work in Relation to Family Life." which appeared in "i'he
Family
,
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